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Abstract
Models of visual attention have many applications including but not limited to rendering,
advertising, graphic design and road safety. The rise of high fidelity imaging technologies,
such as high dynamic range content and physically-based rendering have created a need
for more targeted models, however the data necessary for their creation is sparse.
This thesis aims to expand the applicability of visual attention frameworks for high-
fidelity imaging both by introducing a new selective rendering method for adaptively
adjusting the quality of rendered scenes and developing the necessary tools to validate
existing and future models in high fidelity domains.
This thesis first presents a method for exploiting visual attention, in a Physically-
Based-Rendering (PBR) pipeline, by adjusting complexity of Bidirectional Reflectance
Distribution Functions (BRDFs) in unimportant image regions. Thus, the presented
method substitutes high accuracy, high cost models with low accuracy, low cost models
in less salient regions. The efficacy of this method is evaluated through a subjective
rating experiment. The results of the psychophysical experiment found some significant
confusion between the hybrid and references images, which suggests that this can be
employed as a tool to reduce computational costs.
Furthermore, this thesis presents an experiment to assess the effect of high luminance
levels on the viewing strategies of observers. This is accomplished through the creation
of an HDR eye-tracking dataset consisting of eighty HDR images, shown at four distinct
brightness levels. A statistical analysis of the resulting fixation density maps found that
the reliability of LDR eye tracking data decreases as the peak brightness of an images
increases. This suggests the need for reliable HDR eye-tracking datasets.
Finally, this thesis presents an eye-tracking experiment and subjective survey to
analyse the interaction of ambient light levels and screen brightness on visual fatigue and
visual saliency. Results of the experiment show an increase in similarity between HDR
and LDR fixations as environmental illumination increases, this is of particular note as
standard practice calls for eye-tracking dataset to be captured in dark environments.
Chapter 1
Introduction
The goal of high-fidelity imaging is to precisely represent, recreate, or capture the real
world, or to present a virtual scene indistinguishable from reality. High-fidelity imaging
encompasses the fields of rendering, stereo imaging, virtual reality, volumetric displays,
and High Dynamic Range (HDR) imaging.
These fields have a requirement for the display of realistic images whether for a
more precise representation of real scenes, for photography and cinematography, or for
capturing more reliable data for scientific purposes, such as image-based lighting, or
for the rendering of realistic virtual scenes used in prototyping, architecture, and video
games. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a high-fidelity rendered scene.
A factor common to these areas of high-fidelity imaging, is the burden of processing
and storing a large amount of data. However, much of this processing may not be
necessary when computing images for human consumption, because the bandwidth of
the Human Visual System (HVS) is inherently limited. How a human attends to a
scene and thus what a human actually observes has been the subject of great interest to
psychologists, computer scientists and neuroscientists [FRC10]. Beyond academic circles,
attracting or avoiding the focus of visual attention has a wide range of commercial,
industrial, and even military uses, including but not limited to advertising, web-design,
road signage, film, camouflage, gaming, user interfaces, and rendering. Models of visual
attention attempt to predict this process either algorithmically through assumptions
derived from a neurological basis [IKN98], or via a trained machine learning model
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Figure 1.1: A rendered image of a lounge scene
[BDDPN15]. Algorithmic models, such as the original implementation of Itti and Koch
[IKN98], apply filters to images targeting known preattentive features [HE12], identified
from neurological research and empirical testing. The features utilised by Koch and
Ullman [KU87] are colour, orientation, and local luminance. This luminance feature
is primarily centred on detecting local contrast, much like in feature detectors such as
Lowe’s Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) detector [Low04], as sharp changes
in local brightness often represent the edges of objects. The emergence of high-fidelity
imaging has brought with it an increased number of potential preattentive features:
such as depth, in the case of stereo-imaging; reflection artefacts in rendering; and the
brightness of the screen and environment in HDR imaging.
Visual attention models take in an image and output a saliency map, see Figure
1.2, which is a two-dimensional probability mass function stored as an image wherein
pixel values represent the probability that the respective pixel in the original image
will be attended. In the case of temporal saliency models, videos are taken as inputs
and a number of saliency maps are generated. These maps are used to direct content
placement in areas such as photography, film and advertising, and to direct resources in
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rendering and gaming. The accuracy of attention prediction is therefore the key measure
of performance for visual attention models, particularly in rendering, as resources
incorrectly distributed in the quest of reducing computational burdens are wasted.
Figure 1.2: A rendered conference scene (left) and its corresponding saliency map (right)
A significant amount of data collection is required for adequate targeting, validation,
and training of visual attention models, but while many datasets exist for standard
imaging [WS13], few exist for high-fidelity imaging and targeted environments. Targeted
environments are those with known ambient conditions, such as a dark cinema theatre,
or a virtual reality head mounted device, for which models can be specifically tailored.
Furthermore, the effects of such environments and content on visual attention have
not been adequately studied. The datasets collected for standard imagery suffers from
this, as data is collected in ideal laboratory conditions. This is a significant oversight,
as much like high-fidelity imaging, the value of visual attention models are in their
accuracy and failing to account for a significant attentive feature can only serve to make
a model less accurate.
1.1 Research Problem
Visual attention models, whether designed or trained, are feature-driven, that is they
rely not only on their ability to discriminate between important regions and random
noise but also on the correct choice of features for which to search. Visual attention,
thus far, has been insufficiently adapted for use in high-fidelity imaging, with features
specific to the various new display technologies and environments under-examined. The
primary aim of this thesis is to investigate the effects of various high-fidelity imaging
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techniques on visual attention, providing a baseline analysis of features common to
these techniques from which future work can build.
1.1.1 Research Question
This thesis aims to expand the empirical foundation of visual attention for high-fidelity
imaging methods, by providing new methods for efficient generation of virtual scenes,
and refining the empirical basis for targeted models of visual attention for high-fidelity
content.
The research question can thus be stated as follows:
• How can in-depth knowledge of visual attention be used effectively when generating
high-fidelity imagery?
To answer this there are three objectives:
• Develop and test a selective rendering method which utilises Bidirectional Reflec-
tance Distribution Functions (BRDFs).
• Create an HDR eye tracking data set with multiple uniform enforced brightnesses.
• Analyse the effect of HDR and ambient light on visual attention and visual fatigue.
1.1.2 Overview
To tackle the research question three major aspects follow these objectives:
The study and availability of high-fidelity imaging has, with the advent of stereo
displays, high dynamic range imaging, virtual reality, and physically-based rendering
become increasingly relevant in recent years, and remains a growing field. Rendering,
while a computationally expensive process, is of fundamental importance in the video
game, architecture, product design, and film industries. Several strategies have been
developed to mitigate a portion of this cost by exploiting inattentional blindness,
such as adjusting polygon counts, coherence algorithms, sampling strategies, and
global illumination. As efforts in rendering have moved towards greater realism, the
simulation of reflection has become more precise. However as additional effects, such as
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self shadowing and shading, are integrated into existing reflectance functions, so the
computational cost incurred by these functions has also increased. The method proposed
and tested as part of this thesis, in Chapter 5, aims to add to existing techniques of
alleviating this computational burden by exploring the perceptual costs of simplifying
complex reflection models in unimportant regions.
The field of HDR imaging, has gained significant traction in recent years, with
limited HDR functionality being built into modern smartphones, such as the iPhone
SE, and games consoles, such as the PS4 Pro. HDR imaging encompasses the capture,
storage and display of image and video content containing luminance values beyond
what standard, Low Dynamic Lange (LDR) imaging is capable of processing. HDR
imaging aims to provide a more faithful reproduction of real scenes, a more accurate
data source for other high-fidelity imaging applications such as image based lighting,
and an overall more visually pleasing experience. Despite the increasing adoption of
this technology, only a small number of visual attention models have been developed for
HDR content, with even fewer eye tracking datasets available to study the underlying
effects of the high luminance levels produced by HDR displays.
The range of luminance in which the human visual system is capable of perceiving
detail concurrently is limited to luminance ratios of 1 : 104cd/m2 [BADC17], without
adaptation. Thus with HDR displays capable of displaying luminance of 4,000 and
8,000 cd/m2 it is imperative to account for the effects of the both high display luminance
and ambient illuminance on visual attention as it relates to LDR and HDR content.
Traditionally eye tracking data collection and perceptual tests for high-fidelity content
are captured in dark environments. Therefore the effects of this are so far unaccounted
for, with both high-fidelity and traditional content.
1.2 Outline
• Chapters 2 and 3 provide an overview of the relevant topics and methods,
necessary to give full context to the work described in this thesis.
• Chapter 4 describes the methodology employed in later chapters to address the
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research question and the stated objectives.
• Chapter 5 describes a method for selectively targeting high quality reflectance
functions to areas of high visual importance, and documents the methods and
results of a psychophysical experiment analysing its effectiveness.
• Chapter 6 details an eye tracking study and statistical analysis on the relation
of display brightness to the viewing strategies of observers.
• Chapter 7 documents an eye tracking data study, examining the effects of ambient
light and high dynamic range displays on visual attention and visual fatigue.
• Finally, Chapter 8 presents concluding remarks, outlines potential areas for
future work, and discusses the limitations of the work presented in this thesis.
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Chapter 2
High Fidelity Imaging
2.1 Introduction
This chapter details the background theory and literature relevant to high fidelity
imaging, selective rendering.
2.2 High Dynamic Range Imaging
The Human Visual System (HVS) is capable of observing a much wider range of
luminance values simultaneously than a conventional Low Dynamic Range (LDR)
camera can capture in a single exposure [RHD+10]. In recent years High Dynamic
Range (HDR) imaging has closed the gap and exceeded the eyes’ ability to capture
scenes of extreme lighting.
Among other things this has applications in feature matching [CARR14], display
[Sel13a], and creating dense depth maps [TKS06]. Typical LDR cameras capture very
limited illumination levels and parts of the image become over-saturated and under-
saturated, removing detail from the image. Table 2.1 provides a list of luminance levels
of common environments. The primary goal of HDR imaging is to capture as much
information about the scene as possible to aid in a variety of applications from image
based lighting to astronomy [MYS95].
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Conditions
Illumination
(in cd/m2)
Starlight 10-3
Moonlight 10-1
Indoor lighting 102
Sunlight 105
Max. intensity of Standard Computer Displays 102
Table 2.1: Ambient luminance levels for some common lighting environments
[RHD+10][Wan95]
2.2.1 Terminology
This section summarises some HDR terminology relevant to later sections.
Radiance is a measure of the amount of light arriving at a specific area, in a given
time, from a given angle. This a particularly useful unit as it describes the amount of
light energy that a sensor element or pixel captures.
Luminance is also a measure of light per unit time incident upon a specific area
from a particular direction or solid angle but is corrected to correspond to the human
visual system. It is measured in candelas per metre squared, cd/m2.
In photography Dynamic Range is the difference between the lightest and darkest
regions of an image. It is similar to the contrast ratio of computer displays and televisions,
see equation 2.1. However most contrast ratios given in the technical specifications for
displays mean little as there is no standard for how to measure the minimum luminance.
See [Mor11] for more detail. For example one manufacturer might take the minimum
luminance from a black screen with the backlight at its minimum brightness setting
and the maximum luminance from the highest backlight setting. The contrast ratio
calculated from these two readings would be meaningless as it wouldn’t represent what
can be seen simultaneously.
ContrastRatio(CR) =
Luminancemax
Luminancemin
: 1 (2.1)
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In digital imaging dynamic range is a measure of the difference between the maximum
capacity, MAXf , of a pixel on the camera sensor and the base noise output or read out
voltage of the pixel. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio or PSNR is a good way of accounting
for this noise. It is a unitless logarithmic measure of the maximum value versus the
noise of a system and is therefore measured in decibels, see equation 2.2 [psn13].
PSNR = 20log10
(
MAXf√
MSE
)
(2.2)
Where MSE is Mean Square Error and can be calculated using equation 2.3.
MSE =
1
mn
m−1∑
0
n−1∑
0
‖f(i, j)− g(i, j)‖2 (2.3)
Where MAXf is the maximum pixel value in the original image, f is the original image
matrix, g is the matrix of the degraded image. m represents the number of rows of
pixels and i represents the index of that row. n represents the number of columns of
pixels and j represents the index of that column.
Photographers use f-stops, or f-numbers, as a measure differences in luminance.
f-stops describe the ratio of the cameras focal length, f , to the diameter of it’s aperture,
D:
F-Number =
f
D
(2.4)
The human visual system’s response to luminance is non-linear and can be approxi-
mated to a square relationship. An increase of one stop implies a doubling in luminance.
See equation 2.5 for a mathematical illustration of this.
n stops = 2n Dynamic Range (2.5)
The bit depth of an image is the number of bits assigned to each pixel channel or it
can mean the number of bits assigned to each pixel. For simplicity from this point on
bit depth will refer to the number of bits per channel and bpp will be used for bits per
pixel. In LDR image formats each channel is represented by an 8 bit integer, this means
that each channel can only have 256 possible values ranging from 0-255. Bit depth isn’t
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connected to dynamic range, 0 and 255 could represent any values. However trying to
represent a high dynamic range with 8 bit integers would cause extreme banding and
posterisation.
This limits the possible dynamic range of a linearly encoded LDR image to 8 stops.
With .exr or .hdr files a bit depth of 32 means that 232 values, 32 stops, or 4.3 billion
unique values are available. However as these file types use single precision floating
point numbers this is expanded to 3.4×10
38
1.18×1038 or 254 stops.
2.2.2 Image Acquisition
There are three primary methods for generating HDR images:
1. Beam Splitter cameras or true HDR cameras, which make use of multiple image
sensors
2. Sequential Varied Exposures, which are merged together to form an hdr image
3. Artificially Rendered Scenes, which are covered later in this chapter.
Beam Splitters Beam splitter cameras, such as those developed by Doi et al.
[DHKS86] and Saito [Sai95, NM00]) use a prism to split incoming light, which is
projected onto multiple sensors, with different sensitivities. These images are then
merged into one exposure. Recently Spheron, Panoscan and Weiss have produced
commercial models of these cameras. They have the advantage of being able to produce
HDR images in real time, making them ideal for video acquisition or capturing moving
scenes. They are however very expensive, owing to the specialised sensors and calibration
needed to produce them.
Sequential Varied Exposures A photograph taken with a fixed exposure time
captures a subset of the potential range of light visible in a scene, a short exposure
permits a smaller amount of light to fall on the camera sensor than a longer exposure,
resulting in a darker image. Multiple images taken with varying exposure times can then
be combined into a fuller representation of the observed scene. Figure 2.1, illustrates
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this concept visually. Mann and Picard [MP94] were the first to develop the method
of combining images of various exposures in this manner. Combining images in this
manner requires an accurate estimation of the camera response function which maps the
brightness values captured by the camera to real world luminances. Mann and Picard’s
method of estimating the camera response function was however flawed, as it used a set
of naive assumptions [DM08]. However, Debevec and Malik later introduced [DM08] a
reliable method, that relied on image meta-data, for the approximation of the camera
response function to combine multiple exposures.
2.2.3 Display of HDR images
The display of HDR images on conventional monitors requires the compression of the
radiance values stored in the image to the domain which the LDR monitor is capable of
representing. The group of methods for applying this transformation are Tone Mapping
Operators (TMOs). A thorough review of which can be found in [BADC17]. Krawczyk
[KMZS07] offers a perceptual evaluation of some simpler methods of scaling images for
targeted screen brightnesses using a Parameter Estimation through Sequential Testing
(PEST) method, asking participants to adjust the brightness of images such that they
appear visually pleasing, the nature of the algorithm ensures that images converge to
a local minimum. For an evaluation of tone mapping operators in a visual attention
and eye tracking context the reader is directed to the work of Narwaria [NDSLCP14],
though this work is discussed further in later sections.
The accurate reproduction of the full range of luminance stored in an HDR image
requires specialised equipment. Seetzen et al. [SHS+04] developed a projection-based
LCD screen, capable of displaying luminances of 0.54 to 2,700 cd/m2 or 12.3 stops. Dong
et al. [DNPN14] utilised this display later to capture eye tracking for HDR videos.
Seetzen et al. [SHS+04] also developed an HDR monitor with an LDR front panel,
which was used to control colour and limit the luminance throughput from the LED
back panel, composed of 1380 individual LEDs. Their prototype screen was capable of
achieving a luminance range of 0.001,5 to 3,000 cd/m2 [Sel13b, Muk17]. SIM2 [SIM15]
later developed a number of 1080p monitors with an active display area of 1021×572mm,
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(a) 14000 s (b)
1
1000 s
(c) 1125 s (d)
1
30 s
(e) 18 s (f)
1
2 s
(g) 2s (h) Tonemapped image
Figure 2.1: (a:g) Images taken with various exposure times, and (h) a tonemapped
image of the combined HDR image
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used in later chapters, capable of outputting luminance ranges of 0.4 to 4,000 cd/m2,
with later models reaching peak luminances of 6,000 and 10,000 cd/m2.
2.2.4 Selective Rendering
Selective rendering can be divided into two broad categories, adaptive methods, which
selectively allocate available computational resources based on some criteria, and
progressive methods, which render a scene incrementally. This section focuses on
the former as it bears the most relevance to this work.
Rendering is a computationally expensive process, which benefits from the efficient
allocation of resources [YPG01, CCW03], an effective way to target these resources is
to direct them towards salient image regions, meaning those which people have a high
probability attending.
Cater et al. [CCL02] examined whether inattentional blindness could be used to
reduce the quality of portions of a rendered image, in order to reduce computation time.
Their experiment verified their model of task-based visual attention using eye tracking
technology and revealed that users were not able to consistently notice that areas in
the images that were of a reduced quality. Cater et al. [CCW03] expanded their work
and combined task maps and a contrast sensitivity function to selectively reduce the
number of samples in unimportant regions of an image and regions where errors would
be more noticeable. This reduced the resolution of the image in less salient areas but
occasionally stuttered when interpolating between neighbouring frames.
Sundstedt et al. [SCCD04] developed task importance maps, which allowed users to
manually tag objects to be rendered at higher quality, which would be relevant to a
given task. They determined that if sufficiently focused on a task observers would often
fail to see reductions in image quality even if those low quality regions were within the
foveal region. They later expanded this method [SDL+05] combining task maps with
saliency maps to create overall importance maps. Longhurst et al. [LDC06] introduced
a GPU-based system with live anti-aliasing within a selective rendering framework.
Chalmers et al. [CDMPdS07] created low quality snapshots of scenes using rasterization
and then subdivided the image into salient regions, sampling important sub-images
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more frequently to achieve a higher level of perceived realism.
More recently Koulieris et al. [KDCM14] developed a system based on top down
visual saliency and context based object tagging to reduce the level of detail of subsurface
light transport, refraction and bump mapping in unimportant regions.
2.3 Rendering
In computer graphics, rendering is the process of simulating the traversal of light through
a virtual scene, to create an image in a virtual camera. The rendering equation is a
mathematical formulation of this problem introducted by Kajiya [Kaj86], relating the
outgoing radiance, Lo by modelling the interaction of the incoming radiance from a
solid angle at that point with the reflectance properties of the surface.
The rendering equation is the sum of the reflected, Lr, and emitted, Le radiance in
direction ωo at point x and can thus be stated as:
Lo(x→ ω) = Le(x→ ωo) + Lr(x→ ωo) (2.6)
The generalised reflectance function for reflected radiance Lr, given an incoming
radiance, Li, can be stated as:
Lr(x→ ωo) =
∫
Ω
fr(x, ωi → ωo)Li(x← ωi) cos(ωi)dω (2.7)
where dω denotes the differential of the solid angle, integrated across the hemisphere,
Ω, and ωi represents the incoming light vector in spherical coordinates. Equation 2.6
can thus be restated:
Lo(x→ ω) = Le(x→ ωo) + Lr(x→ ωo) =
∫
Ω
fr(x, ωi → ωo)Li(x← ωi) cos(ωi)dω
(2.8)
2.3.1 Reflection
When light hits a surface, portions of it are transmitted through the material, dissipated
as heat and absorbed, and re-emitted. The law of the conservation of energy means
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that the outgoing radiance from a point is always less than the irradiance incident at
that point. The generalised Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Function (BSDF),
incorporating both transmittance, through the Bidirectional Transmission Distribution
Function (BTDF), and reflectance, through the Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution
Function (BRDF).
A BRDF represents the proportion of irradiance incident on a surface which is
reflected and describes the angular distribution of this radiance. Though the use of it
is dependent on the assumption that extant radiance originates at the same location
on a materials’ surface as the incident irradiance it is resultant from. When this
assumption can not be met, owing to the examination on a sufficiently small scale, or a
translucent material, the sub-surface light transport of a material must be modelled. The
Bidirectional Surface Scattering Reflectance Distribution Function (BSSRDF) models
this process [JMLH01]. On a macro level it can be assumed that light is reflected from
the same layers of material it ‘hits’, as the distance between the point of entrance and
exit becomes sufficiently small. Thus the deciding factor on whether to use a BSSRDF
or a BSDF is a function of scale.
The “bidirectional” part of the name is the result of the Helmholtz Reciprocity
condition, that states that the function is invariant to a reversal in ingoing and outgoing
directions. Thus:
fr(x, ωi → ωo) = fr(x, ωi ← ωo) (2.9)
BRDF models vary in complexity, the simplest of which is the diffuse or lambertian
model, see Figure 2.4a, where the reflected light is constant in all directions. This can
be denoted as:
fr(x, ωi → ωo) = c
pi
(2.10)
where c is a constant, representing the fraction of incident light that is reflected.
Specular reflections or highlights are the directional reflections of incident light,
resulting from a smooth or glossy surface. Phong [Pho75] introduced the widely used
specular shader which produces a singular reflectance lobe, see Figure 2.4b for an
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illustration. The model used in this thesis is an implementation by the author, adapted
from the more physically accurate adaptation of the Phong model by Lewis [Lew94],
which he adapted to account for helmholtz reciprocity and the conservation of energy.
The implementation used in later chapters is modified such that individual specular and
diffuse channels are evaluated. This is in place of the traditional method of simulating
only white light and sampling the colour intersected object, in order to achieve a closer
fit to the true appearance of the material.
Another class of BRDFs are the microfacet models, these model surfaces as a series of
miniscule planes, oriented based on a distribution function D, these planes are considered
mirrored surfaces and diffuse reflection is generated by the variation in the normals of
these microfacets, an illustration of a microfacet surface can be seen in Figures 2.2 and
2.3, here the coloured lines represent the local unit normals of individual microfacets.
The Walter BRDF [WMLT07], used in later chapters, is an adaptation of the widely
used Cook-Torrance [CT82] microfacet reflection model, designed to simulate reflection
and refraction from rough surfaces through the use of the GGX microfacet distribution
function and a correction to Smith’s shadowing and masking function [Smi67]. This is
based on a physically plausible model of the underlying surface, and has been used to
represent a wide variety of materials. Though the function simulates both reflection
and transmittance, only the reflection portion is used in this study, it can be stated as:
fr(x,n, ωi → ωo) = F (ωi,hr)G(ωi, ωo,hr)D(hr)
4 |ωi · n| |ωo · n| (2.11)
where D represents the microfacet distribution function, which governs surface roughness,
G represents the shadowing and masking function, F represents the Fresnel function
which governs the general reflectivity of the BRDF, n represents the unit surface normal
at position x and hr is the half angle vector, which is the vector halfway between the
perfect reflectance direction r and the view direction ωo. An illustration of shadowing,
whereby portions of the material are obscured by other sections of the surface. Masking
is the inverse of this, and occurs when the light in the outgoing direction is blocked by
the local surface. These structures aren’t built into the geometry of models, and are
therefore approximated by shadowing and masking functions such as Smith’s function
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Figure 2.2: An illustration of a microfacet surface, with vectors showing local unit
normals
Figure 2.3: A microfacet surface, the pink shaded region indicates the area shadowed
by the surface structure
[Smi67].
2.3.2 BRDFs and Fitting
In order to reproduce the appearance of real materials digitally it is necessary to either
have stored data, which represents its appearance, or determined a set of parameters
for a BRDF, which will produce a function that closely matches that data. Finding
parameters for representing a specific material is referred to as fitting that BRDF to the
material. This section will focus on the literature related to acquisition of reflectance
data, the approximation of reflectance using measured materials, and the fitting of
BRDFs to that data.
Lafortune et al. [LFTG97] developed a system to fit multiple Phong lobes to
measured materials, which proved more effective than individual lobes however they
found this insufficient for some materials and found that the stability of their fitting
function decreased as the number of reflectance lobes increased.
Gonioreflectometers have been employed to capture how light bounces off real world
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n(a) Lambertian BRDF
n
(b) Specular Phong BRDF, α = 18
n
(c) Phong specular and diffuse BRDF, α = 18
Figure 2.4: Simple BRDFs
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materials. Dana et al. [DVGNK97] gathered sparse measurements from over 60 material
samples, forming the CUReT database, and fitted them to the Oren-Nayar [ON95] and
Koenderink [KVDS96] BRDFs.
The MERL material database [MPBM03] was the first large database of densely
sampled data-driven isotropic materials, containing a variety of plastics, metals, fa-
brics and natural materials. It has been used as a benchmark for comparing the
flexibility and accuracy of new BRDFs as a replacement for acquiring first-hand data
[BSH12][LKYU12][BLPW14][HP15].
Ngan et al. [NDM05] used Sequential Quadratic Programming to minimise a squared
difference error metric. They evaluated the ability of seven analytical BRDFs to represent
the MERL database. The Cook-Torrance [CT82], Ashikhmin-Shirley [AS00] and He et
al. [HTSG91] BRDFs fit the data well with minimal errors, while simpler Blinn-Phong
[Bli77] and Lafortune [LFTG97] models performed poorly. The grazing angles were not
included in the fitting, as the data was extrapolated when the MERL materials were
captured. They also found that it was difficult to fit many of the materials with a single
reflectance lobe. The disadvantage of using an extra reflectance lobe is the increased
computation time and fitting becomes less stable.
Recently a number of BRDFs have been designed, specifically to fit to the MERL
database, Bagher et al. [BSH12] introduced the Shifted Gamma microfacet Distribution
(SGD) function for the Cook Torrance BRDF [CT82], replacing the traditional Beckmann
distribution. Their reflectance model has a large number of parameters but can fit each
material in the database with a single reflectance lobe. They precompute the values of
their shadowing and masking function for oﬄine rendering and use an approximation
for GPU-based rendering as the precomputed values are slow to access in real-time
applications.
Lo¨w et al. [LKYU12] introduced the ABC BRDF which accurately models glossy
surfaces. Brady et al. [BLPW14] proposed genBRDF which used genetic algorithms
to generate new BRDFs from the MERL database. Holzschuch and Pacanowski’s
BRDF [HP15] designed a physically based BRDF incorporating both reflectance and
diffraction, which provided accurate fits to the MERL database and outperformed the
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SGD distribution for the Cook-Torrance BRDF, which had previously provided the best
fits to the MERL database.
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Chapter 3
Visual Attention and Eye
Tracking
3.1 Introduction
This chapter details the background theory and literature relevant to visual attention,
eye-tracking studies and work on visual fatigue.
3.2 The Human Visual System
The Human Visual System (HVS) is composed of the eye, the surrounding nerve system
and the section of the brain that processes visual sensory information. A graphical
represention of the eye can be seen in Figure 3.1, which was originally from the work of
Harvey [Har11]. The eye has three layers, the sclera, the chloroid and the retina. Light
entering the eye passes through the cornea and pupil through the pupil, its amplitude
modulated by the iris and focused by the lens onto the retina. The retina covers
the inner surface of the eye, and contains photoreceptor cells which are sensitive to
light. These photoreceptors can be divided into two categories; rods and cones. Cones
are sensitive to light in the photopic range (10−2 − 106cd m−2), and are sensitive to
colour, high spatial frequency changes in illumination and fast changes in light intensity
[BADC17]. In contrast, rods are sensitive in the scotopic range (10−6 − 102cd m−2), are
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Figure 3.1: A diagram of the human visual system, used with permission from [Har11]
insensitive to colour and high spatial frequency variations. Rods are also not present in
the fovea, which possesses the greatest concentration of cones [BADC17]. From here
visual information travels to the vision centre of the brain through the optic nerve.
3.2.1 Visual Fatigue
Visual fatigue, eye-strain or asthenopia is a feeling of discomfort around the eyes, the
leading cause of which is ‘dry eye’ [BVK+05]. The term computer vision syndrome was
coined for this affect, as visual fatigue is a proven consequence of prolonged interaction
with computer monitors [Cos94, KS01, She92, YT89].
Recent work examining the effects of luminance and ambient illuminance while
viewing e-readers by Benedetto et al. [BCDZ+14], determined that these factors have
an effect on the visual fatigue experienced by viewers. Sheedy et al. [SSH05], examined
ambient illumination in the context of LDR displays and visual fatigue, and found
significant results. Most recently Yang et al. [YJL17] examined the effect of OLED and
LCD HDR displays on visual fatigue, by asking participants to determine the orientation
of a grating target, see Figure 3.2, while displaying white circles of varying luminance
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Figure 3.2: A grating target, which can induce visual fatigue
to assess brightness discrimination thresholds, and found a positive correlation, though
the maximum luminance they examined was 1,568 cd/m2.
3.3 Visual Attention
Visual attention describes the process by which the awareness of an observer is directed,
it is a subset of the study of selective attention, which incorporates the other senses.
The human visual system’s ability to process information is limited [BI13, KMS+06],
with only a fraction of visual information which is incident on the retina being processed,
and thus attention is limited in unattended locations. Visual attention can be separated
into two processes bottom-up, involuntary, or exogenious, visual attention and top-down,
voluntary, or endogenous, visual attention [Jam13]. Bottom-up models identify regions
of interest based on assumptions of the structure and nature of the Human Visual
System [BI13, Not05] and certain features or objects which are known to draw attention,
including preattentive features, a good summary of which can be found in Healy and
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Enns’ paper [HE12].
Top-down attention is task focused, governs the direction of attention in a task-
focused manner, influenced by the objective that the observer is given. This was first
demonstrated in experiments by Yarbus [Yar67] in which observers were asked to view a
painting by Ilya Repin, see Figure 3.3, and cued with different objectives before viewing.
Posner [Pos80] observed that attention could be shifted voluntarily to the peripheral
vision, this is termed covert attention. Overt visual attention is the process by which
attention is directed by bringing the fovea to focus on areas of interest, which is
observable with an eye-tracker. Mechanisms of covert visual attention govern the
assignment of attention to conspicuities in the periphery of vision. This process can be
either voluntary or involuntary, Posner [Pos80] noted that attention could be consciously
directed to specific points in his peripheral vision. Overt attention, as previously stated,
is directed by fixations. Between fixations fast eye movements occur, called saccades,
though attention is suppressed during this period [Mat74]. A thorough review of the
theory behind saccades and fixations is given by Rayner [Ray98].
3.3.1 Saliency
The computational model of visual attention, upon which most modern visual attention
models are based, was first proposed, though not implemented, by Koch and Ullman
[KU87]. Their work took inspiration from the neuronal structure of primates.
Saliency maps are the output of these models, represented as greyscale images where
each pixel value corresponds to how likely an observer is to pay attention to that point
in the scene, the higher the pixel value the higher the saliency of that point.
Itti et al. [IKN98] implemented the ideas of Koch and Ullman [KU87] and developed
a computational model of bottom-up visual attention, using a scale-space feature
detection method on an image, subsampling and smoothing the image to emphasise
conspicuous features. Their method performed well on a variety of images but struggled
in images with uniform noise. Though this model is used widely throughout literature,
even being used as a benchmark against which to test high-fidelity models of attention
[BPT10] it is highly inaccurate, scoring next to last on the MIT saliency benchmark
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Figure 3.3: Eye tracking data recorded by Yarbus [Yar67] for a single participant
provided with seven distinct tasks, the viewing time for each task was three minutes.
The tasks are as follows and repeated verbatim from the original translation, for accuracy:
1) Free-examination of the picture; 2) estimate the material circumstances of the family
in the picture; 3) give the ages of the people; 4) surmise what the family had been
doing before the arrival of the ‘unexpected visitor; 5) remember the clothes worn by the
people; 6) remember the position of the people and the objects in the room; 7) estimate
how long the ‘unexpected visitor’ had been away from the family.
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[BJB+], above only random chance, and the Achanta et al. [AHES09] model, which is
primarily used for object detection. Harel et al. introduced the Graph-Based Visual
Saliency (GBVS) model [HKP06], which used normalized activation maps and graph
cuts to identify salient regions within an image, their method combines well with other
methods. Judd et al. [JDT12] noted that GBVS’ strong performance is likely a result of
its strong centre bias, as observers fixations tend to exhibit a centre bias as well. GBVS
is an effective bottom-up map, scoring relatively well but not exceeding the predictive
power of the best deep learning models [KTB14, JHDZ15], which have become the norm
in recent years.
3.3.2 Visual Attention in High-Fidelity Applications
Through necessity visual attention models have been recently adapted for high-fidelity
imaging techniques. Models for stereoscopic displays have recently emerged, the com-
plexity of these models is higher than conventional methods as depth must be added as
a new feature. Wang et al. [WFN+14] introduced a new 3D saliency model for image
retargeting, their method estimated saliency using 2D feature maps and accounted
for depth by incorporating a model of stereoscopic bias. Banitalebi et al. [BDPN16]
introduced a learning based model for 3D saliency, utilising an eye tracking experiment
involving 24 participants for evaluation. Fang et al. [FLL+17] proposed a machine
learning model for estimating stereoscopic saliency, their method used traditional 2D
cues along with a depth map and semantic top-down information to learn a saliency
model that performed well compared to previous stereoscopic models.
Rai et al. [RGLC17] conducted an eye tracking experiment, obtaining fixation data
for 60 360◦ videos from 40 participants, for models of omnidirectional saliency. They
offer a review of these methods in their paper.
Narwaria et al. [NDSLCP14] offered an assessment of the effect of applying various
TMOs to HDR content on the viewing strategies of observers. They utilised a screen
with a peak luminance of 4,000 cd/m2, and while noting that the ITU-R BT.500-13
recommendation [IR12] used to establish the HDR MPEG classification [LFH15] recom-
mends an ambient luminance of 600 lx in this scenario (0.15 of maximum luminance),
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their experimental environment was not equipped to meet this specification.
3.4 Metrics for Saliency Map Comparison
Bylinkskii et al. [BJO+16] offered an evaluation of eight different common metrics for
measuring the performance of saliency maps. They attempted to offer an intuitive
explanation of the inner workings of each. It is their implementation of these metrics,
for use in the MIT saliency benchmark [BJB+], that was used in this thesis, and their
code for metric visualisation was used to generate the visualisations in this section.
3.4.1 Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
The Area Under the receiver operating characteristic Curve, commonly referred to
as the AUC metric, is the most widely used method for comparing a saliency map
against a set of fixations [BJO+16]. The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
curve emerged from signal detection theory, representing the relation between the true
and false positive rates of a binary classifier function [Nev69]. The term true positive
refers to a prediction or observation on a condition which is found to be positive, where
reality matches that result, i.e. the condition is positive and is found to be as such. The
term false positive refers to a result which is found to be positive, despite the condition
being negative in reality. Table 3.1 illustrates this visually, including the conditions for
false and true negative predictions. In predicting fixations, a false positive is when a
saliency map predicts that a region will be fixated, when it is not actually fixated upon.
A true positive represents the correct prediction of fixation locations. The ROC curve
is built by adjusting the sensitivity of the binary classifier and plotting the true positive
rate against the true negative rate. For saliency maps, this sensitivity adjustment is
achieved by choosing a series of pixel value thresholds, chosen by the value needed to
incorporate a fixed percentage of fixations. The resulting threshold maps operate as
binary classifiers, with pixel values above the threshold indicating a predicted fixation,
or a predicted positive, and pixel values below the threshold indicating a region that
is predicted to not be fixated. This is best represented visually, Figure 3.4 shows an
image from the Fairchild database [Fai07], threshold maps for the automatically selected
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Actual Positive Actual Negative
Predicted Positive True Positive False Positive
Predicted Negative False Negative True Negative
Table 3.1: A representation of the meaning of true and false positives
values and an illustration of true and false positives. Here green values indicate a true
positive and red values indicate a false positive. The resulting ROC curve is displayed
in Figure 3.5. The code for this visualisation comes from the MIT Saliency Benchmark
[BJB+], and the work of Bylinskii et al. [BJO+16].
Though this metric has uses outside visual attention, Hanley and McNeil offer an
intuitive review of the use of the AUC metric for medical applications [HM82], whereas
Bradley [Bra97] and Fawcett [Faw06] offer reviews of its applications in machine learning.
3.4.2 Earth Mover’s Distance
The Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) was originally introduced by Rubner et al. [RTG00]
as a method for retrieving images from large databases, commonly referred to as
image retrieval. It is a probabilistic model that measures the cost of transforming one
distribution into another, this cost is the amount of data that is to be moved and the
associated distance that it must be moved. This is akin to the cost of moving one pile of
bricks, so that it is in the same configuration as another distinct pile. The more similar
the original piles, the lower the cost incurred in moving them. The algorithm searches
over the space of possible transformations, and converges to a global optimum. This is
incredibly computationally expensive, especially for large images. Pele and Werman
[PW08] developed a robust version of the algorithm, which operates in linear time and
introduced a reliable ground distance measure for Scale-Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT) matching. They later built upon this work [PW09], imposing limits on the
distance that information can be moved to reduce the space of possible solutions. It
is the re-implementation of their algorithm by Bylinskii et al. [BJO+16] that is used
in this thesis. Figure 3.6, shows a visualisation of this metric, also utilising code from
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(a) Original image [Fai07] (b) Fixation density map
(c) Threshold images
(d) Visualisation of true and false positives
Figure 3.4: A visualisation of the AUC metric, code for visualisation provided by
Bylinskii et al. [BJB+, BJO+16]
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Figure 3.5: The overlaid threshold maps from Figure 3.4 and a graph showing the
resulting ROC curve for comparing a fixation density map against fixations from human
participants
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Bylinskii et al., for fixation density maps from two sets of participants collected later
in this thesis. Here the red areas represent areas from which information was moved,
whereas the green regions represent areas to which information was moved.
3.4.3 Similarity Metric
The SIMilarity (SIM) metric was introduced by Swain and Ballard [SB91], as histogram
intersection, as a method for improving object detection and localisation for autonomous
robots by fast colour histogram matching. The takes in two probability mass functions
as inputs, that is the sum of both maps must be equal to one. The Similarity score, S,
of the two distributions P and Q is then measured as:
S =
npx∑
i
min(Pi, Qi) (3.1)
where
npx∑
i
Pi =
npx∑
i
Qi = 1 (3.2)
where i represents the ith pixel and npx is the total number of pixels. A visualisation of
the dissimilarity between the fixations of two groups of participants is shown in Figure
3.7. The nature of this measure results in a heavy penalisation of offsets, as only exact
locations are compared, rather than local regions.
3.4.4 Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient
Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (CC) measures the linear correlation of two probability
distributions by comparing their covariance, this is a symmetric measure of the manner
in which these probability functions vary with each other. A score of one would indicate
a perfect positive correlation, and a score of zero a perfect negative correlation. To
calculate the score C, first the saliency or fixation maps P and Q are normalised such
that:
Pˆ =
P − µP
σP
(3.3)
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(a) Original Image [Fai07]
(b) Fixation density map 1 (c) Fixation density map 2
(d) Visualisation of the Earth Mover’s Distance
Figure 3.6: A visualisation of the Earth Mover’s Distance between fixation density maps
captured from two groups of participants
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(a) Original Image [Fai07]
(b) Fixation density map 1 (c) Fixation density map 2
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(d) Similarity Map
Figure 3.7: A visualisation of the Similarity score between fixation density maps captured
from two groups of participants
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and
Qˆ =
Q− µQ
σQ
(3.4)
where Pˆ and Qˆ represent the normalised maps, µP represents the mean of all pixels
in map P , and σP their standard deviation. The correlation coefficient can then be
calculated as:
CC(P,Q) =
∑npx
i (Pˆi − µPˆ )(Qˆi − µQˆ)
σPˆσQˆ
(3.5)
A visualisation of this similarity for an image from the Fairchild database [Fai07] is
shown in Figure 3.8. Here lighter areas indicate areas of higher correlation.
3.4.5 Normalised Scanpath Saliency
Peters, along with Itti and Koch [PIIK05] developed the Normalised Scanpath Saliency
(NSS) to measure the accuracy of saliency models to predict human fixations on an
image. The metric operates by evaluating the values of a normalised saliency map at
fixated locations in image space. The metric score can thus be calculated as:
NSS(P,Qb) =
1∑npx
i Q
b
npx∑
i
PˆQbi (3.6)
where Qb is the binary fixation map with fixated locations having a value of one and
non-fixated locations a value of zero, that the saliency or fixation density map P is
evaluated. Figure 3.9 shows a visualisation of the NSS metric applied across the fixations
of two groups of participants for an image from the Fairchild database [Fai07].
3.4.6 Kullback-Leibler Divergence
Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD) has its base in probability and information theory
[Kul97], as a measure of the cross-entropy of two probability distributions. In other
words it represents the cost of moving from one probability distribution to another. In
codeword length optimisation [BRY98] the intuitive understanding often cited is that
KLD(P,Q) represents the cost incurred by encoding distribution Q with codewords
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(a) Original Image [Fai07]
(b) Fixation density map 1 (c) Fixation density map 2
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(d) Correlation map
Figure 3.8: A visualisation of Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient between fixation density
maps captured from two groups of participants
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(a) Original Image [Fai07]
(b) Fixation density map 1 (c) Fixation density map 2
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(d) Normalised saliency
Figure 3.9: A visualisation of Normalised Scanpath Saliency between fixation density
maps captured from two groups of participants
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optimised for distribution P [GBC16]. Though the KLD is not a true metric [GBC16],
as it is not symmetric, as KLD(P,Q)! = KLD(Q,P ). The implementation used in this
paper is a symmetric application of the code available in the MIT Saliency Benchmark
[BJB+, BJO+16] and is computed as follows:
KLD(P,Q) =
1
2
(npx∑
i
Qi ln
(
ε+
Qi
ε+ Pi
)
+
npx∑
i
Pi ln
(
ε+
Pi
ε+Qi
))
(3.7)
where ε is a regularisation constant [BJO+16]. A visualisation can be seen in Figure
3.10.
3.4.7 Summary
The above metrics are used in this thesis for a variety of reasons. While all are used in the
MIT Saliency Benchmark [BJB+], the Area Under the Curve and Normalised Scanpath
Saliency metrics are the current metrics by which the models are benchmarked. Pearson’s
Correlation Coefficient has a historical significance as it is used in many statistical tests.
The similarity score, while a relatively naive algorithm has been used in recent HDR
studies [NKHE15]. The Earth Mover’s Distance and Kullback Leibler Divergence metrics,
while not specifically designed for fixation or saliency map comparison have strong roots
in probability and information theory and offer a more probabilistic perspective on the
comparisons that appear in later chapters.
3.5 Eye tracking
Eye tracking describes the process of estimating the position and orientation of a
person’s eyes to predict the direction of their gaze, or their point of focus, through the
use of specialised hardware and software. While these technologies serve as invaluable
resources for the verification of models of overt attention, their applications stretch well
beyond the validation of visual attention models.
The first person to examine the eye-movements of observers was Javal [Jav78] in
1879, who observed the eyes of subjects while reading and noticed that their movements
were not fluid, instead being constituted by fast motions, which he termed ‘saccades’,
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(a) Original Image [Fai07]
(b) Fixation density map 1 (c) Fixation density map 2
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(d) Divergence map
Figure 3.10: A visualisation of Kullback Leibler Divergence between fixation density
maps captured from two groups of participants
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and fixations. These observations were recorded by hand. Early efforts at creating
eye tracking devices were varied, inaccurate, and had the potential to cause significant
discomfort to the viewer.
Early methods could be roughly divided into four approaches; manual observation,
specialised contact lenses, mechanical, and elecro-oculography. Javal’s [Jav78] work, was
the first manual observation method, he stood behind participants and observed their
eyes using a mirror, noting the eyes’ movements. This method has obvious drawbacks and
is prone to large measurement errors. This work was later built upon by the refinement
and use of optical instruments that provided greater magnifications [New28, GTL23]
and even using stereoscopes to achieve a greater fidelity [Pec34]. Barlow [Bar52] utilised
the direct application of mercury to the cornea, examining the movement of a small
droplet using a camera to measure eye movements. However these methods are not in
common use today. Electro-oculographic methods of measuring eye movements, detect
rotations of the eye by measuring changes in the skin around the eye using electrodes.
Schott [Sch22] was among the first to use these methods but they are still in use today
in the field of human computer interaction [BRT08].
In 1908 Huey [Hue08] developed the first contact lens method, attaching opaque
contact lenses with a small hole positioned over the pupil to participants’ eyes, a pointer
was attached to the lens which would allow for easier recording of the gaze direction.
He used this device to track the participants’ eye movements while reading and could
identify the words on which the participants’ gaze lingered. Marx and Trendelenburg
[MT11, Yar67] attached mirrors to aluminium cups which were then affixed to the eye,
requiring anaesthetic to reduce discomfort. This was one of the early reflection based
methods, whereby researchers [Doh25, RR50, DG52, Nac59] would shine beams of light
on mirrored cups or contact lenses attached to the eye. Adler [AF34] took a more
invasive route and attached the mirror directly to the sclera of participants. These
methods were relatively accurate for the time [Yar67] but offer suffered from several
disadvantages; first, they require the direct attachment of apparatus to the eye; second,
stemming from this their mass potentially affects the movements on the eye; third, when
not attached securely to the eye saccades could cause shifts in their position resulting
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Figure 3.11: An image of the eye tracking device employed by Yarbus [Yar67]
in measurement error [Yar67]; and finally, the majority of cases required that the eyes
be anaesthetised.
The most notable mechanical method was that of Yarbus [Yar67], whose work on
task dependent visual attention formed the foundation of modern research on top down
attention. Yarbus’ apparatus, shown in Figure 3.11, utilised suction cups attached to
the eye-balls to measure eye movements. While invasive this method was effective, the
results of one such task can be seen in Figure 3.3.
Cornsweet and Crane [CC73] developed what would become the bases for table-
mounted eye tracking devices commonly used today. Using infra red cameras to capture
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reflections from different layers of the eye, called Purkinje images, to estimate the
orientation of the eye. These methods have become common place, Rayner [Ray98],
Duchowski [Duc02] and Morimoto et al. [MM05] offer reviews of these methods.
3.5.1 HDR Visual Attention and Eye tracking
Dong et al. [DNPN14] recorded eye-tracking data for ten HDR video sequences, using 18
participants. They utilised the projection display developed by Seetzen et al. [SHS+04],
which has a peak luminance of 2,700 cd/m2.
Nasiopoulos et al. [NDK14] later used the same equipment to contrast viewing
strategies of HDR and LDR videos, they found that when viewed separately there was
no significant preference for HDR or LDR displays, though when viewed simultaneously
there was a significant preference. Their experiment found no significant difference in
eye-movements for either condition.
Petit, Bre´mond and Tarel [BPT10] [PBT09] derived a Contrast Features (CF)
saliency map for HDR images based on that of Itti and Koch [IK00] by normalising the
intensity feature and adjusting the orientation feature so that it is invariant to contrast.
They conducted an eye-tracking experiment in which participants were asked to look at
a real HDR scene, created using a dark room, a box and several high-intensity lamps.
Testing their saliency map against this tracking data demonstrated that for this scene
their saliency model outperformed the Itti and Koch model.
Work by Nemoto et al. [NKHE15] used an HDR monitor with a peak brightness
of 4,000 cd/m2 to examine how visual fixation patterns and intensities varied between
HDR and tonemapped LDR images. They focused on differentiating the effects of HDR
and LDR stimuli using the similarity metric. Rather than enforcing a uniform dynamic
range across images the method of Krawczyk et al. [KMZS07] was used to scale the
images to fit the range of the monitor, though this method was based on tests performed
on an LDR screen where the brightness did not exceed 250nt. Their HDR stimuli
had dynamic ranges from < 48dB to > 84dB so it is difficult to conclude the effect of
screen brightness on dynamic range from their work. Though they found that in half
the examined images that the fixation patterns and/or dwell time varied significantly
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between HDR and LDR stimuli.
Banitalebi-Dehkordi et al. [BDDPN15] introduced a “Learning-Based Visual Saliency
fusion method for HDR content” (LBVS-HDR), which utilised Random Forests in its
model. They trained their model using eye-tracking data from ten HDR videos, viewed by
eighteen observers on a 2,700 cd/m2 projection-based screen. Their model outperformed
other learning-based saliency methods across a variety of metrics.
Dong et al. [DPN16] developed a new bottom-up visual attention model for HDR
images and videos, loosely based on the Itti and Koch’s model. Their model requires
some additional inputs, such as viewing distance and screen size, and accounts for the
non-linearity of the human visual system’s response to luminance, based on absolute
intensity and relative to the spatial frequency and amplitude of luminance variations.
Results of their eye-tracking experiments, using twenty-three HDR images and ten
HDR video sequences, show a higher average result across three metrics (AUC, CC,
symmetric KLD) for their method. However it isn’t stated in their paper whether this
improvement is statistically significant.
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Chapter 4
Visual Attention for
High-Fidelity Imaging
This chapter builds on Chapters 2 and 3, which covered recent developments in selective
rendering and HDR eye tracking studies, and explores the areas in these fields that
require further development. The following three chapters detail the collection and
development of the bulk of this thesis’ contributions.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. The first section presents an overview
of the work in this thesis, and contextualises it in a selective rendering context, the
second explores the current state of the art, and summarises current areas that require
further work. The subsequent section builds on this, stating the research questions and
outlining the key points this work aims to address. Finally, the last section details how
these objectives will be approached in the coming chapters.
4.1 Introduction
Visual attention is a broad field, incorporating the study of both what draws a viewers
conscious focus [KU87], the limitations of the human visual system [Mat74], and the
manner in which attention is directed [Pos80]. These sets of techniques have broad
applications for standard imaging techniques, shaping the design of road safety signs,
websites, user-interfaces, camouflage, advertisements and object placement in video
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games. The recent emergence of high-fidelity imaging techniques, which present new
challenges, environmental factors, and costs has opened up a new avenue of research in
the field of visual attention. Steps have already been made towards adjusting models
of saliency for stereoscopic images [FLL+17], 360◦ video [RGLC17], and HDR images
[BPT10]. However, the underlying experimental data, needed to form or verify visual
attention and saliency models, is lacking for high-fidelity modalities. This thesis attempts
to address this in the following chapters.
Targeting selective rendering, in a manner which minimises the drop in perceived
quality of the rendered image requires an accurate visual attention model. If the employed
model is inaccurate the reduction in quality through which selective rendering methods
save resources may mistakenly reduce the image quality in a visually important region.
As can be seen from the analysis of existing literature in Chapters 2 and 3 and the next
section, while many frameworks exist for selective rendering with traditional imaging,
the data required to create an adaptive HDR saliency model is currently insufficiently
available. This thesis seeks to supplement existing selective rendering methodologies
by both building upon the existing methods of capitalising on the limitations of the
HVS to reduce rendering times and developing the tools necessary to adapt models of
visual attention to high fidelity image synthesis pipelines, such as those of HDR content
generation and physically-based rendering. This tailoring of visual attention models
to high fidelity imaging will enable a higher quality rendered image, and minimise the
misallocation of computational resources in a medium for which few models exist, at
the time of writing.
4.2 The current state of the art
4.2.1 Selective Rendering
Rendering, ray tracing in particular, is a computationally expensive process. As detailed
in section 2.2.4, many works have developed methods of exploiting the limitations of
the human visual system to alleviate a fraction of this cost.
In recent years, a number of selective rendering methods have emerged. Previous
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(a) Image ’507’ from the Fairchild Database
[Fai07]
(b) The corresponding fixation map
Figure 4.1: (a) An example image and (b) its corresponding fixation map
work has focused on a number of resource management techniques, a few examples are:
the direction of samples [YPG01, CDMPdS07], the reduction of resolution [CCL02], or
the reducing the number of polygons in the scene [BCP03]. These methods achieve
varying levels of success, with some providing significant computational speed-ups.
However, not one seeks to minimise the computational load of calculating reflection.
Physically-based ray tracing calculates reflection using BRDFs, which vary widely in
complexity. From models such as the Phong BRDF [Pho75], which consists of only a few
multiplications, to more complex microfacet models which incorporate refraction, such
as the Walter BRDF [WMLT07], which require the evaluation of multiple functions.
Thus if the limited attentional bandwidth of the human visual system can be
exploited to reduce the complexity of BRDFs in less salient regions, a new tool for
aiding in the reduction of computational costs would be available. This however needs
to be verified with psychophysical tests.
4.2.2 HDR Visual Attention
There is some debate over the assumptions about the neurological structure of the
visual system that visual attention models make [BI13]. Therefore validating attention
models with real world data is essential, for overt visual attention the requisite data
takes the form of eye tracking datasets. The most widely-used system for evaluating
the performance of bottom-up visual attention models is the MIT saliency benchmark
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[BJB+], which contains both a LDR test dataset and a framework for model assessment.
The availability of testing data for HDR content is somewhat limited. Dong et
al [DNPN14] created a dataset for HDR videos, using eighteen participants, later
Nasiopoulos et al [NDK14] used this dataset to test user preference for LDR and HDR
video. Their study also found no significant difference between viewing patterns for
LDR and HDR. Though their sample size is somewhat limited and dynamic range was
not uniform across stimuli. Bre´mond and Petit [BPT10] utilised eye tracking to validate
their contrast features model, however they used only one real scene, displayed in a lit
box rather than on an HDR display. Dong et al [DPN16], in a similar vein to earlier
work by Nasiopoulos et al [NDK14] evaluated a learning based model of visual attention,
using eye-tracking data from their dataset. They evaluated the performance of their
model using three metrics (AUC, Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient and Kullback Leibler
Divergence) and while their results show a higher performance for their HDR saliency
map they don’t report whether this was statistically significant.
Furthermore, in the above papers, it isn’t stated whether the LDR Itti and Koch
model [IKN98], which while ground-breaking and widely used is a particularly poor
model compared to the current state of the art, was adjusted for the linear encoding
of brightness of HDR images. It stands to reason that a model designed for 8-bit
gamma-encoded LDR images would perform poorly on linear HDR images with higher
bit-depths. This fact bears little relevance to whether HDR models of visual attention
are necessary, past accounting for a difference in luminance encoding and difference in
just noticeable difference (JND) levels.
The work of Nemoto et al [NKHE15] aimed to measure the effect of HDR content
on visual attention, while their method compares LDR and HDR fixations they rely
entirely on two metrics, Similarity and Kullback Leibler Divergence, which compare
blurred fixation density maps, an example of which can be seen in Figure 4.1, and
omit the gold standard area under the curve (AUC) metric. More importantly their
work didn’t control for the peak brightness of the image in their analysis or dataset. In
addition the LDR versions of the image were scaled using a method [KMZS07] designed
to maximise perceived quality for tonemapped images, rather than enforce a uniform
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brightness.
4.2.3 Eye strain
While research has been conducted on the effects of digital readers [BCDZ+14], 3D
televisions [LHP10, LFI+10] and LDR visual display terminals [KS01, LPWM09] on
visual fatigue, and results show that an increase in brightness is correlated with an
increase of eye-strain [BCDZ+14, YJL17]. No research has been done to examine this
effect with HDR displays or its interaction with visual attention. This is important as
uncomfortably bright image regions may have an effect on visual attention.
4.3 Research Question and Objectives
Reducing inefficiencies in selective rendering can be done in a number of ways, this
thesis focuses primarily on two: developing a new way to selectively allocate resources
which is capable of interacting with existing technology and examining if existing visual
attention algorithms need to be adapted for unexamined variables.
Establishing a firm basis for the evaluation, and need for, HDR models of visual
attention requires two things: a reliable HDR eye tracking dataset for validation, and
experimental evidence that a need does or does not exist for expanding the manner in
which luminance is processed in these models, i.e. is luminance a feature? While Nemoto
et al [NKHE15] and Dong et al [DNPN14] have collected HDR eye tracking data, these
datasets are relatively small and dynamic ranges are too varied for a statistical analysis
of the effect of high luminances on visual attention. Addtionally while some research
contrasts LDR and HDR visual attention [BPT10, NDK14, NKHE15] none adequately
tests for the effect of brightness on visual fatigue, either due to insufficient data, or
a lack of control for brightness. Thus an area of research appears which needs to be
tackled before meaningful models can be developed. Namely, the effect of display and
environmental illumination on bottom up visual attention.
To put these areas in context Figure 4.2 shows the selective rendering pipeline, with
the areas this thesis seeks to address outlined in green.
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Figure 4.2: The intersection of visual attention and high-fidelity imaging
4.3.1 Research Question
The research question that this thesis seeks to answer is:
• How can in-depth knowledge of visual attention be used effectively when generating
high-fidelity imagery?
To answer this there are three objectives:
• Develop and test a method for selective rendering utilizing Bidirectional Reflectance
Distribution Functions.
• Create an HDR eye tracking data set with multiple uniform enforced brightnesses.
• Analyse the effect of HDR and ambient light on visual attention and visual fatigue.
4.4 Thesis structure
In order to accomplish the objectives laid out in the previous section, three experiments
were conducted. Their methods and content are explained in the following three chapters.
In order to address the first research question, Chapter 5 describes a method for
adaptive selective rendering using saliency maps to alter the quality of BRDFs used
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in rendering a scene, this was implemented in a physically accurate ray tracer and the
validated with a psychophysical experiment.
Chapter 6 follows, detailing an experiment to evaluate the effect of high peak screen
brightness levels on fixation patterns of observers. This involves two stages, the collection
of an HDR eye tracking dataset and the analysis of the recovered fixation maps. This
addresses the second research question.
To answer the third research question, Chapter 7 examines the effect of higher
brightness and environmental illumination. This is to further aid in the targeting of
saliency models for different rendering applications.
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Chapter 5
Selective BRDFs for High
Fidelity Rendering
High fidelity rendering systems rely on accurate material representations to produce a
realistic visual appearance. However, these accurate models can be slow to evaluate.
This chapter presents an approach for approximating these high accuracy reflectance
models with faster, less complicated functions in regions of an image which possess
low visual importance. A subjective rating experiment was conducted in which thirty
participants were asked to assess the similarity of scenes rendered with low quality
reflectance models, a high quality data-driven model and saliency based hybrids of those
images. In two out of the three scenes that were evaluated significant differences were
not found between the hybrid and reference images. This implies that in less visually
salient regions of an image computational gains can be achieved by approximating
computationally expensive materials with simpler analytic models.
5.1 Introduction
There is a continuing demand for increased accuracy and simulation speed in virtual
environments. This comes at the cost of ever increasing demands on computational
resources, especially when using algorithms relying on ray-traced lighting and in scenes
with multiple complicated materials. These demands can be partially mitigated through
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various strategies, such as improving light transport algorithms, coherence for tracing
and shading, filtering, and reducing computation in less visually important regions of the
scene. This chapter investigates the latter approach, specifically whether straightforward
and computationally inexpensive surface reflection models can be used in place of
accurate but more detailed models in less salient regions of the image.
Visual attention models provide a framework to predict the areas of an image
which are likely to be attended to by the Human Visual System (HVS). These models
have been applied to improving rendering performance by several previous authors
[CCW03][CDMPdS07][KDCM14][GDS14] as discussed in Section 2.2.4, however this
work has predominantly focused on decreasing the number of samples computed in a
Monte Carlo image synthesis context. Our work aims to improve performance in an
orthogonal manner; by reducing the complexity of materials in less visually salient areas,
computational savings can be gained without a significant loss in perceived quality of
the resultant image.
Material models used in physically-based rendering are known as Bidirectional
Reflectance Distribution Functions (BRDFs). These are 4D descriptions of how incident
light is reflected in a given direction. Two types of models are frequently used in
rendering systems; analytical and data-driven. Analytical BRDFs range from simple
models of diffuse reflectance, to parametrised glossy models, such as Phong [Pho75] and
Walter [WMLT07], and multi-lobed BRDFs [LFTG97]. These parameters can be altered
to affect the appearance of multiple surfaces, but can only approximate real materials.
Data-driven BRDFs consist of captured reflectance values of real-world materials. These
typically consist of a 4D (or 3D in the case of isotropic materials) lookup table which
is queried at runtime. Uncompressed data-driven BRDFs require significant storage,
for example the MERL database [MPBM03] stores each measured surface as a 33MB
binary file, the total size of the database of 100 materials being 3.30 GB. This requires
significant memory bandwidth during the frequent lookups from the table.
Typical rendering systems additionally use mixtures of these BRDFs, often in
a spatially varying [Mca02], layered [WW07], or as a mixture driven by a shader.
Evaluating shading on a surface can take longer than tracing rays [ENSB13], and
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therefore savings in BRDF evaluation can potentially significantly speed up the rendering
process. The focus of this chapter is on approximating data-driven BRDFs with
analytical models in less salient regions. We choose data-driven BRDFs as a baseline as
they are expensive to evaluate and provide accurate measured data.
In this chapter, an application of visual saliency models to reduce the computational
and memory bandwidth costs for BRDF evaluation is described. A series of analytic
BRDF models were fitted to the MERL dataset, and applied to several virtual scenes. A
saliency map was generated for each scene and used to evaluate whether users notice a
difference between an expensive, but accurate, data-driven BRDF, and a fitted analytic
approximation.
The structure of this chapter is as follows: Section 5.2 outlines the methodology
that was used to prepare the scenes and reflectance models, as well as the procedure
and design of the perceptual experiment. The results of the perceptual tests are given
in Section 5.3, discussed in Section 5.4, and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.5.
5.2 Methodology
This work is motivated by the need to provide better overall performance for scenes
that may not require detailed material representations at every point in the scenario. In
order to demonstrate the feasibility of such a system an experiment was conducted to
identify perceptual differences amongst analytical and data-driven BRDFs and hybrids
of the two that use the higher quality BRDF in areas of the region considered more
salient.
5.2.1 Design
The experiment is a subjective rating study, in which participants were asked to rate
the quality of images in comparison to a ground truth image on a scale of 1 to 100. A
hidden reference is also included to provide a relation to the ground truth image. The
rating design permits quantification of distance between methods. The hidden reference
enables comparisons with the other stimuli to identify perceivable differences across
them.
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The scale used in this experiment offers a sufficient breadth for participants to give a
wide range of ratings. Each participants’ scores are normalised when calculating results
in order for effective comparisons to be made.
The independent variables are the analytical BRDF which is used to create the mixed
images and the scenes used. Both independent variables follow a within-participant
design. The BRDF variable consists of seven possibilities, three analytical BRDFs, a
Diffuse model (D), the Phong BRDF (P) [Pho75] and the Walter BRDF (W) [WMLT07],
three mixed Saliency models consisting of the three chosen BRDFs (SD, SP, SW
respectively) mixed with the data-driven BRDF using a saliency map and a hidden
Reference (R), see Figure 5.1. The three scenes used were of a kitchen, a conference
room, and a lounge, see Figure 5.2.
The camera angle, BRDF fitting procedure, sampling algorithm, saliency model,
image resolution, number of samples per pixel and viewing time for each image were
set as constant across all scenes and reflectance models. The dependent variable is the
rating given to each stimulus.
5.2.2 Materials
This section describes the preparation of the materials, particularly the stimuli used in
the experiment.
BRDFs
The choice of the data driven BRDF used in these experiments is primarily motivated
by three factors, the number of available materials, the density of the measurements
and the focus of related literature. Therefore the MERL database was chosen as the
reference BRDF. The Walter BRDF was chosen because it is heavily used in industry,
fits the MERL database well and is a good representation of micro-facet BRDFs. The
Phong BRDF was also chosen for its prevalence in rendering and its speed. It is purely
specular and is normally combined with a basic lambertian diffuse model to provide
colour.
For the purpose of this experiment a densely populated data driven BRDF (the
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MERL database) was chosen as a reference, as using an analytic model would require
an extra level of fitting. For this purpose Lo¨w’s [LKYU12] fitting function is adapted
to fit to the methods that are used in the perceptual experiment. It was chosen for its
ability to fit to simple models rather than to the Approximate Bayesian Computation
(ABC) method for which it was designed.
(a) Diffuse (D) (b) Phong (P)
(c) Walter (W) (d) Salient-Diffuse (SD)
(e) Salient-Phong (SP) (f) Salient-Walter (SW)
Figure 5.1: The Kitchen scene, rendered with the methods used in the experiment. The
zoomed area shows the dragon sculpture, represented with the chrome MERL material
This section outlines the procedure that was followed to fit the analytical BRDFs
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used in this study to each entry in the MERL database. Each model had independent
parameters for each colour channel, with the exception of roughness parameters, as
surface micro-structure is independent of the incident wavelength. In the case of the
Walter BRDF, the incident index of refraction was the same for each colour channel
as the incident medium is air and the difference in refractive index for red, green and
blue’s respective wavelengths is negligible.
The MERL BRDFs have an angular resolution of one degree, as the materials are
isotropic, the reflectance doesn’t vary with the incident angle, φ, therefore φ = −φ. The
density of the tabulated BRDFs is then 90 × 90 × 180 = 1, 458, 000 entries for each
colour channel.
In order to find parameters for the Diffuse, Phong and Walter BRDFs a nonlinear
least-squares regression algorithm is used of the form:
min
p∈Rn
g(x, p), l < p < u (5.1)
where x represents the fixed inputs to the function and p, l and u are vectors of length
m containing the parameters for the BRDF in question and the lower and upper bounds
of those parameters, respectively. The cost function, g, is defined as:
g(ωi, pk) =
n∑
i=1
E2i (5.2)
where Ei is the squared error at the i
thdata point on the kth iteration and ωi is the
vector representing the direction of incoming light. To calculate the error a variant of
the formulae described in the paper of Lo¨w et al. is used.
E = sin θo
√
y2m − y2a (5.3)
where θo is the elevation angle of the view vector ωo, expressed in spherical coordinates
and ym and ya are the weighted outputs of the material and the analytical BRDF being
fitted, respectively.
ym = ln(1 + cos θifr(ωi, ωo)) (5.4)
ya = ln(1 + cos θifr(ωi, ωo, p)) (5.5)
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where θi is the elevation angle of the lighting vector ωi and p is a vector containing the
parameters for the analytical BRDF to be fitted.
In this weighting function the MERL material and analytical BRDF are queried and
their returned RGB values are multiplied by the cosine of the incident vector’s elevation,
to reduce the effect of the poor data near grazing angles [NDM05]. Then this result
is logged, in order to put an even weight on specular and non specular regions. The
squared difference of each colour channel is then calculated.
In order to gather a manageable set of vectors to sample the material circles of
increasing radii are projected from the unit disk onto the hemisphere centred around the
perfect specular direction. Half of the projected circles have a small radius (approximately
0.2 on the unit disk), in order to capture the specular colour and glossiness and half
have a larger radius, to capture the diffuse colour.
Scenes
The scenes chosen were all enclosed, indoor scenes. The three scenes were of a kitchen,
to the best of the author’s knowledge this is a model reproduced from the original by
Wang et al [WWZ+09], a conference room, originally created by Greg Ward and stored
in the Maguire repository [McG17], and a lounge, the model for which was created by
the author’s research group. The kitchen, conference room and lounge scenes contained
68, 26 and 54 distinct materials, respectively. The reference images for each scene can
be seen in Figure 5.2 and all images for the Kitchen scene can be seen in Figure 5.1 .
Salient Mixture Model
The mixture model stimuli are produced as hybrids of the MERL materials and analytical
BRDFs. The saliency model employed is Graph-Based Visual Saliency (GBVS) [HKP06].
However this method is agnostic of the method and any other image-based visual saliency
model could be used. An example saliency map, of the Kitchen scene, is shown in
Figure 5.3. The mean saliency for the Conference, Kitchen and Lounge scenes was
0.1918, 0.2097 and 0.2165, respectively, where a value of one would represent a pixel
with 100% salieny and a value of zero would represent a 0% saliency. This means that
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(a) Conference
(b) Kitchen
(c) Lounge
Figure 5.2: Reference images, materials rendered using samples from the MERL database
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on average the reference method was sampled 19.18%, 20.97% and 21.65% of the time
for the Conference, Kitchen and Lounge scenes respectively.
Figure 5.3: The Kitchen scene with the saliency of each pixel overlayed in red. Brighter
red values represent a higher saliency value at that pixel.
The salient mixture images are created by using the saliency of the given pixel to
weight the BRDF that is sampled. Every time a surface is to be shaded, either the
data-driven BRDF or an analytic model is selected based on sampling the normalised
saliency value:
fr =

frDATA if ξ < S(i)
frANALY TIC otherwise
(5.6)
where fr is the selected BRDF, frDATA is the relevent data driven BRDF, frANALY TIC
is the analytic BRDF (Diffuse, Phong or Walter), S(i) is the saliency normalized to [0,1]
at pixel i, where the path originated, and ξ is a uniformly distributed random number
between 0 and 1.
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5.2.3 Participants
There were 30 total participants in this experiment, 4 female and 26 male from a variety
of academic backgrounds. Only one possessed expert-level graphics knowledge. All
participants had normal or corrected to normal vision. The participants were offered no
incentive to take part in the study.
5.2.4 Procedure
The experiment took take place in an office environment with low ambient light varying
between 8.1 and 35.3 lux and the images viewed on a 55 inch HD monitor with the
brightness and contrast set low to avoid eye fatigue, as per the ITU-R recommendation
[Ass03]. The viewing distance was 2.1 metres to avoid discomfort, as per the same
recommendations.
A sequential arrangement for the images was followed with the ground truth image
displayed first followed by the stimulus. Both were displayed for a duration of three
seconds [MTM12]. All stimuli were shown to all the participants.
This was followed by a five second break for the participants to rate the image before
the next image in the series was displayed. The order of the images was randomised.
Each experiment took around ten minutes to complete.
5.3 Results
In this section the results of the perceptual experiment are presented, analysed and
discussed; as timings for rendering both the hybrid images and the images rendered
with each method.
5.3.1 Timing
In order to assess the efficiency of each method, the time trials were run on a single CPU
core. Timing results were conducted on a single thread using an Intel Xeon E5-2620 at
2.00GHz with 16gb of RAM on the Windows 7 64-bit operating system. The images
were rendered at a resolution of 1920 × 1080 with one direct and one indirect lighting
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Table 5.1: Time taken (s) for one sample per pixel in a 1920×1080 image for each BRDF
in each scene. Below are speedups of time taken to render with the reference method
compared to the relevant method.
Scene D P W SD SP SW R
T
im
in
gs
(s
)
Conference 16.27 16.95 18.08 16.69 17.20 17.71 18.63
Kitchen 13.11 13.96 15.00 13.8 14.20 14.69 15.62
Lounge 21.52 21.87 22.72 21.74 22.30 22.71 23.41
S
p
ee
d
u
p
v
s
R
Conference 1.146 1.099 1.031 1.116 1.083 1.052 1.000
Kitchen 1.191 1.119 1.041 1.131 1.100 1.063 1.000
Lounge 1.088 1.070 1.030 1.076 1.050 1.030 1.000
bounce. The timings for computing one sample per pixel are shown in Table 5.1. The
images were rendered for 100 samples per pixel and the timings were then averaged to
give the results below. The ratio of computation time vs. the reference is shown in the
lower half of Table 5.1. This illustrates that computational gains can be expected using
the saliency weighted methods.
5.3.2 Perceptual Tests
In order to analyse the similarity of images to the hidden reference the ratings given by
participants are converted into distances between their rating of each condition and their
rating of the relevant reference image, as recommended by Mantiuk et al. [MTM12].
di,j,k = ri,ref(k),k − ri,j,k (5.7)
where d is a distance score, indicating the distance between a given participant’s raw
rating, r, of an image and their rating of the respective reference. Here i, j and k
represent the observer, image and scene respectively.
The scale used in this study, 1 to 100, is broad and different participants have different
standards for what a low similarity score is. Therefore in order to more effectively
compare results from different participants, Z-scores are calculated, see equation 5.8.
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Table 5.2: Mean Z-scores for each scene.
Scene D P W SD SP SW R
Conference 0.670 0.404 0.281 0.009 0.319 0.270 -0.550
Kitchen 1.121 -0.127 -0.012 -0.328 -0.288 -0.440 -0.550
Lounge 1.039 -0.047 0.231 -0.590 -0.501 -0.364 -0.550
Overall 0.943 0.077 0.167 -0.303 -0.157 -0.178 -0.550
Table 5.3: Contrast comparisons between BRDFs in each scene. Coloured groupings
indicate no significant differences across methods. *significant at p < 0.01
Scene BRDF Kendall(W)
Conference D P W SP SW SD R 0.213*
Kitchen D W P SP SD SW R 0.227*
Lounge D W P SW SP SD R 0.267*
All D W P SP SW SD R 0.397*
This gives a measure of the extent to which participants thought a given image differed
from the relevant reference image and sets the mean and standard deviation of each
participant’s ratings across all scenes to 0 and 1, respectively.
zi,j,k =
di,j,k − ¯(di)
σi
(5.8)
where σi is the standard deviation of the i
th observer’s ratings across all images.
Figure 5.4 displays the mean scores for each method across all scenes. An average
negative z-score reveals that a method was deemed to be above average by the par-
ticipants, where zero is the average rating. The scores for the hidden reference are
also included as participants could have rated the other images as more similar to the
reference than itself. The reference images have scores of −d¯iσ for the i
th participant, by
definition.
Results were analysed via two-way repeated measures ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA)
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in a 7 (method) × 3 (scenes) factorial design. The main effect of scenes did not violate
the assumption of sphericity (Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity, p > 0.05). The main effect of
the scene did not produce significant differences, F(2, 384) = 3.018, p > 0.05, indicating
no significant differences were found between scenes.
The main effect of method did not violate the assumption of sphericity (Mauchly’s
Test of Sphericity, P > 0.05) and was significant F(6, 384) = 29.445, p < 0.01. This
suggests that the method used had a significant effect on the participants’ ratings.
Kendall’s co-efficient of agreement [KS39] was computed on the three scenes and
on the collapsed overall scores to identify agreement across participants. Kendall’s
co-efficient gives a value of 0 when participants are in complete disagreement and 1
when in complete agreement. The results are shown in Table 5.3. The results are
all considered significant (p < 0.01) indicating relative agreement in judging by the
participants.
Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni corrections were conducted to identify signifi-
cant differences amongst the individual methods.
The results of these tests can be seen in Table 5.3. Coloured groupings represent
methods between which a significant difference was not found. Results demonstrate
groupings of the saliency methods and the other methods. As expected Diffuse by itself
performs poorer than all other methods, the Phong and Walter methods are grouped
together as are all the mixed model methods. These groupings represent the lack of
a discovered significant difference between how similar images created using different
methods were to the reference image. Finally the Reference scored better than the rest
of the methods, though this difference was not found to be significant in some of the
scenes, as seen in Table 5.3.
5.4 Discussion
The aggregate scores of all participants for each method are displayed in Figure 5.4.
Here large negative results indicate a higher rating was given to the method. The pink
bars on the right hand side of the figures represent the average ratings of the reference
methods, for the relevant scene. The salient methods are significantly better than their
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Figure 5.4: Aggregate scores and standard deviation for each BRDF across all partici-
pants and scenes
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counterparts, overall, but there was no significant difference to discriminate amongst
them with the current set of captured data.
An examination of Table 5.2 shows the results for the Conference scene differ heavily
from the Kitchen and Lounge scenes. In the conference scene all methods were rated
lower than the reference and pairwise comparisons found a significant difference in the
similarity ratings of the reference image and the hybrid images and between the hybrid
images and their analytical counterparts, as can be seen in Table 5.3. In this experiment
the saliency based methods did not exhibit significant difference in every scene and
the overall average, suggesting they are of a similar quality. In addition Phong and
Walter exhibited no significant difference while Diffuse has no correlation with any other
method except in the conference scene.
The timings in Table 5.1 show that a decrease in computation cost can be expected
across all methods. As can be seen in Table 5.2 the salient diffuse method achieved the
greatest speed ups of the hybrid methods with savings of 7.6%, 11.6% and 13.1% for
an average speed up of 10.8%. The Phong and Walter methods also outperformed the
reference with average speed ups of 7.8% and 4.8% respectively. As Table 5.3 shows,
visual perception of the scene is not significantly affected.
5.5 Conclusion and Future Work
This work has investigated whether analytical BRDFs can be substituted for data-driven
models in a rendering pipeline without a noticeable effect to an observer. Three scenes
and seven methods for representing materials were compared through the utilisation of a
subjective study and statistical analysis, in two of the three scenes examined, significant
differences were not found between the reference image and in all scenes the hybrids
outperformed their non-salient counterparts. All three salient methods provided an
improvement in computational performance with salient diffuse providing the largest
mean computational saving (10.8%). This provides an indication that visual saliency
can be used to improve computational performance by replacing expensive materials
with cheaper analytic models in less visually important regions of the image.
This work could be expanded to approximate high quality BRDFs that incorporate
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physical approximations of diffraction [LKYU12][HP15] and the polarisation of incident
light [HTSG91]. These functions are more mathematically complicated and in some
cases [HP15] require precomputation of the geometric shadowing and masking functions.
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Chapter 6
HDR Eye-tracking
While visual attention has applications in many areas in film, video games, photography,
advertising and the military, the central concept of selective rendering is that visual
attention models can be used to reduce the cost of rendering a scene, without a significant
drop in perceived quality. This is reliant on the model being used being an effective
estimator of attention.
While recent eye-tracking studies [BPT10, DNPN14, NKHE15] have evaluated the
deficits that existing models of visual attention exhibit when applied to High Dynamic
Range (HDR) imaging, these studies fail to take into account the effect of varying
the peak luminance at which the image is displayed. HDR images are scene referred,
which means they are intended to represent the real world luminance of the scene they
are recreating. Thus, the studies mentioned previously have considered HDR a binary
variable, rather than evaluating the effects of fixed HDR luminance ranges on visual
attention. In this work an eye tracking study was conducted across discrete luminance
values from 500cd/m2 to 4, 000cd/m2. Participants viewed a sequence of HDR images
at varying peak luminance levels on an HDR display, while their eye movements were
recorded with an eye-tracking device. This chapter presents the results of this study
and discusses the interdependence of display brightness and low level saliency.
Results of a statistical analysis of the eye tracking data found evidence of a significant
difference in viewing strategies of LDR and HDR content, with the reliability of an LDR
baseline falling with an increasing screen luminance. However, the results also suggested
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that the reliability of eye tracking data also decreases as display luminance increases.
6.1 Outline
The advent of High Dynamic Range imaging has brought with it a number of visual atten-
tion models and eye-tracking studies [BPT10, DNPN14, NKHE15, DPN16, BDDPN15],
however these studies fall short of experimentally determining if there is a need for HDR
eye-tracking data.
This chapter presents an HDR eye-tracking dataset, in which participants viewed
images at four distinct brightness levels, and presents a statistical analysis of the effect
of peak screen luminance on visual attention. These studies focus on establishing if
existing visual attention models are applicable to HDR content, as HDR images store
luminance in a fundamentally different manner to LDR images, as discussed in Chapter
2, it is necessary to adjust the ways in which existing LDR visual attention handle
luminance. While useful, an analysis of visual attention models from an image processing
perspective, as in these studies, does not establish whether the fundamental mechanisms
of visual attention are affected by HDR luminance levels. This work addresses this in
two primary manners, first through a thorough analysis of the impact of targeting HDR
at specific luminance levels, and second by providing a dataset of fixation maps, at
varying luminance levels, to aid in the verification of future models.
6.2 Methodology
This section outlines the design, materials and procedure for the creation of an eye-
tracking dataset, which will be used to test two hypotheses; does the power of LDR
fixation maps to predict new fixations change as the brightness of the stimulus increases;
if there is a difference, are fixations from HDR datasets better predictors of HDR
fixations than their LDR counterparts, which are commonly used for saliency map
validation. The dataset consists of 80 images from the Fairchild database [Fai07] at
four different brightness levels, from 500 to 4,000 cd/m2. All forty eight participants
viewed all images, split evenly and randomly across each of the four conditions, such
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that 20 images were shown for each condition per participant. The aim of the collection
is to provide the necessary data to examine the effect of screen brightness on visual
attention, which will occur in the next section.
6.2.1 Design
Hypothesis 1 (H1): The brightness of a display will have a significant effect on the
fixation patterns of observers.
Hypothesis 2 (H2): Eye-tracking data captured for HDR content will provide a more
accurate baseline for predicting new fixations on that content than a standard LDR
baseline.
In order to assess the effect of luminance on visual attention an eye-tracking experi-
ment was conducted. Participants were asked to view a sample of images at different
brightness levels while having their eye movements recorded by an eye-tracker. The
independent variable, peak display brightness of the viewed image, had four levels: 500,
1,000, 2,000 and 4,000 cd/m2. The first level, 500 cd/m2, was chosen to be in line with
the peak output of common LDR displays, the last, 4,000 cd/m2, for the peak output of
the available HDR monitor. These were distributed in a within-participants design to
observe effects on the dependent variable, the viewing strategies of observers, which is
measured by a comparison of their fixation maps.
The sample consisted of eighty images, which were randomly divided into four groups
of twenty, one at each of the four levels, for each participant. The participants viewed all
twenty images for a condition before moving onto the next. Every possible permutation
of the four conditions was shown to at least two participants, and the permutation was
chosen randomly from the remaining permutations for each participant. The distance
to the screen (1.8m), the display duration of each image (10s), the instructions given
to participants, the ambient illumination level (0lx), and the display used were kept
constant. The order in which images were displayed was also randomised. The (10s)
display time was chosen to minimise the length of the viewing time, to help protect
against eye-strain, and boredom. In addition this viewing period is in line with the
fixation density map comparison carried out by Engelke et al. [ELW+13].
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The experiment was conducted in a controlled laboratory environment. The ambient
illumination in the room was measured as 0lx.
1.8m
~0.15m
Figure 6.1: Layout of laboratory environment
6.2.2 Materials
The eye-tracking data-collection was conducted in a dark room, with low ambient
luminance (0lx). The images were displayed on a SIM2 HDR display [SIM15] with a
peak luminance of 4,500 cd/m2 resolution of 1920× 1080 and an active screen area of
1021mm× 572mm.
The image sample consisted of eighty HDR images taken from the Fairchild database
[Fai07]. Each image was scaled so that the 99th percentile of brightness for image
matched each of the four brightness levels. Pixels with brightnesses above this level
were clamped. This has the potential to desaturate the image, however it guarantees a
uniform peak brightness across images.
The eye tracking software used in this study was the Seeingmachines Facelab 4.5
package. This software was used in conjunction with two Flea cameras [Poi17], with IR
filters attached, and an IR light pod mounted in the centre of the cameras. See Figure
6.2 for a top-down view of the scene.
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laptop
HDR
Screen
Image-display
Computer
Router
Stereo-cameras
Figure 6.2: Top-down view of experiment setup
6.2.3 Procedure
Upon entering the test environment participants were given time to review the participant
information sheet, then asked to sign a consent form and sit in a chair in front of the
HDR display for two minutes as a model of their head was created using a stereo-camera
pair. Once this model was created, the participants were asked to focus on nine points
on the screen, to calibrate their gaze.
Before viewing the image sequence the participants were read the following script:
“You are being asked to view a sixteen minute slide show, after which you will be asked
to answer a few general questions about what you have seen.”
The participants were then asked to view the image sequence for a single permutation
of conditions. Each image was displayed for ten seconds, with a two second gap in
between images to avoid contamination across images. During the 16 minute duration
of the experiment the eye-tracker recorded the participant’s eye movements.
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6.2.4 Participants
Forty-eight university students, staff, employees, and members of the public participated
in the experiment. All participants participated voluntarily, at the request of the writer.
Eighteen of the participants were female, thirty were male. All the participants had
normal or corrected to normal vision. The average reported age of all the participants
was 28.0 years.
6.3 Results
This section details the results of the eye-tracking experiment, seeking to address the
hypotheses stated in previous sections. Namely, is there a need for HDR tracking
datasets and if so, to what extent?
To answer these questions, first the nature and organisation of the data to be
analysed is explored in Section 6.3.1. Following this a statistical analysis is presented
contrasting viewing strategies at various brightnesses with an LDR-baseline using a
number of pairwise metrics, discussed briefly below and covered in greater depth in
Section 3.4, saliency map evaluation. After which, k-fold cross validation is used to
assess the uniformity of observers attention at varying brightness levels.
Finally the results of the k-fold cross-validation is contrasted with the results of the
LDR-baseline analysis to evaluate the potential benefit of using HDR data instead of
traditional LDR datasets for evaluating the accuracy of visual attention models.
6.3.1 Processing fixation data for analysis
There are two forms fixations take during analysis, the first is a fixation map, this is a
binary map, with the same resolution as the viewed image. Pixels that were attended
have a value of one, and pixels that were not attended have a value of zero. These are
created using Algorithm 1, informed by the work of Engelke et al. [EMZ09]. The second,
and more common format, is a fixation density map. These are similar to fixation maps,
in that they represent the locations in an image that a participant focused on, however
account for the visual angle of the fovea, which is around 2◦ [NKHE15, EMZ09, JDT12],
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by blurring the fixation map with a gaussian filter with a sigma value of half the
visual angle. The 2◦ visual angle was calculated to be approximately 118 pixels for the
apparatus configuration in this experiment.
Fixation maps for individual participants are gathered by condition for each image
before being convolved with the aforementioned gaussian filter to create a single fixation
density map for each condition. This process is illustrated visually in Figure 6.3, 6.4,
and 6.5. In the interest of clear presentation, only eight participants’ fixation data is
shown per figure as opposed to the full twelve per condition.
Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for creation of fixation maps
Define cluster threshold τ
Define minimum number of fixations Fmin
set j = 0
Initialise first cluster Cj
for i = 1 to Ngp do
µj = mean(gpi + µj)
if δi < τ then
Cj ← gpi
else
j = j + 1
Cj ← gpi
end
end
for k = 1 to length(C) do
ngpc = number of GP in Ck
if ngpc < Fmin then
Fn = Ck
end
end
In order to evaluate the collected fixation maps statistically, quantitative metrics
are required. Six common metrics were chosen, these are the Area Under the receiver
operating characteristic Curve (AUC), specifically the variant from Judd et al. [JEDT09],
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a thresholded variant of the Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) [RTG00] [PW09], the
Similarity metric [SB91], Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (CC), Normalised Scanpath
Saliency (NSS) [PIIK05], and a symmetric form of Kullback Leibler Divergence (KLD).
The metrics used for fixation pattern analysis are pairwise metrics, that is they
compare either two probability distributions (EMD, KLD, Pearson’s Correlation Coeffi-
cient and Similarity) or test how well a set of fixations fit a saliency map (AUC, NSS),
or FDM. Each method gives some measure of the fitness or correlation of two sets
of fixations. Therefore, extracting quantitative data from them requires comparing
fixations from two conditions, or two subsets of a given condition.
6.3.2 Inter-Brightness Comparison
To examine the effect of brightness on the reliability of LDR eye tracking datasets for
HDR content, the LDR 500 cd/m2 condition from each image was taken as a baseline
for the pairwise comparisons. Therefore the resulting scores represent each ratings
measure of the similarity of the other conditions to condition A, Table 6.2 illustrates
this visually. This provides a measure of how similar the fixations for each condition
are to the fixations for the LDR data.
The analysis was split into two categories, initial fixation and free viewing, with
the former consisting of only the first two seconds of display and the latter the full ten
second display period. These are presented concurrently but not contrasted.
The fixation density maps for each brightness of ten scenes can be seen in Table 6.1.
The results of a repeated measures ANOVA of the six metrics’ scores can be seen in
Table 6.3. The data didn’t violate the assumption of sphericity, with the exception of the
CC results, for which a Greenhouse-Geisser adjusted score is reported, and marked with
an asterisk. The F -score in this case was recorded as F (1.78, 140.67). The results of the
Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons can be seen in Table 6.4, where conditions are
arranged from left to right in order of decreasing mean similarity to the LDR baseline.
Figure 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12, display the mean scores for each condition
across all images visually for comparison. The initial fixation period is labelled as “Full
2s” and the full ten second free viewing period is labelled as “Full 10s”. As can be seen
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Figure 6.3: An illustration of the fixation map creation process for the StoneTower
[Fai07] image
Combine fixation maps
Convolution filter
Fixation data for each participant
Original Image [Fai07]
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Figure 6.4: An illustration of the fixation map creation process for the BarHarborSunrise
[Fai07] image
Combine fixation maps
Convolution filter
Fixation data for each participant
Original Image [Fai07]
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Figure 6.5: An illustration of the fixation map creation process for the HDRMark [Fai07]
image
Combine fixation maps
Convolution filter
Fixation data for each participant
Original Image [Fai07]
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Tonemapped
image
500 1000 2000 4000
507
BarHarborSunrise
CemeteryTree(1)
GoldenGate(1)
HDRMark
OldFaithfulInn
RITTiger
SmokyTunnel
TheNarrows(2)
TunnelView(2)
Table 6.1: Fixation Density Maps for ten scenes at various brightnesses
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in these graphs, there is a general downwards trend as brightness increases.
6.3.3 Self Prediction
Section 6.3.2 provided insight into the similarity of LDR to fixation maps of increasing
brightness, whereas this section aims to analyse the reliability of fixation maps at varying
luminance levels. Reliability, in this context, refers to the uniformity of fixations from
various observers and therefore their likelihood of predicting new fixations, under similar
conditions, accurately.
Comparing a condition against itself requires splitting the fixations for each image
and condition into multiple subsets, as the metrics used in this study operate in a
pairwise manner. k-fold cross validation, is one method for achieving this comparison.
Referring to Figure 6.6, which illustrates the division of subsets, this functions by initially
selecting a subset size, k, where k is divisible by the total number of participants, np.
Participants’ fixation data are then randomly assigned into np/k equal groups. Following
this the smaller group, of size k, is kept as a validation group while the remaining np−k
participants are put aside as a training group, which is used to predict the validation
group’s fixations. This process is repeated for all np/k groups, then the results of each
test is averaged to find the true result. Thus every group is compared against itself,
this is represented visually in Table 6.5.
Table 6.6 shows the results of a repeated measures ANOVA across brightnesses
for each metric. For this test a subgroup of four viewers was chosen as the validation
set, and eight for the ‘training’ set. The main effect was not found to violate the the
assumption of sphericity (p > 0.05), with the exception of the EMD metric, for which
Screen Brightness (cd/m2)
500 1000 2000 4000
A B C D
Table 6.2: Participant groups for LDR baseline analysis
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Initial fixation (2s) Free viewing (10s)
Metric F (2, 158) p value F (2, 158) p value
AUC 10.33 < 0.01 7.28 < 0.01
EMD 2.86 > 0.05 2.30 > 0.05
SIM 6.44 < 0.01 1.84 > 0.05
CC 10.91∗ < 0.01∗ 4.39 < 0.05
NSS 13.57 < 0.01 6.07 < 0.01
KLD 2.42∗ > 0.05∗ 3.53 < 0.05
Table 6.3: Results of inter-brightness ANOVA
Initial fixation (2s) Free viewing (10s)
Metric Brightness Brightness
AUC 1000 2000 4000 2000 1000 4000
EMD 2000 1000 4000 2000 1000 4000
SIM 1000 2000 4000 2000 1000 4000
CC 1000 2000 4000 2000 1000 4000
NSS 1000 2000 4000 2000 1000 4000
KLD 1000 2000 4000 2000 1000 4000
Table 6.4: Differences in inter-brightness comparisons, significant at p < 0.05
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Training set
Validation set
k
np − k
Test 1:
Test 2:
Test 3:
Figure 6.6: A visualisation of the k-fold algorithm used in this study
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the Greenhouse-Geisser corrected values are reported and marked in the table with an
asterisk. The degrees of freedom for the F -score in this case being F (2.71, 214.01).
The results suggest a decrease in the ability of fixation maps to predict new maps,
as brightness increases. This result was found to be significant in four out of the six
metrics used. The results of the Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons can be seen
in Table 6.7 and Figure 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12, the self prediction scores are
labelled as “Self Prediction 2s” for the initial fixation and “Self Prediction 10s” for
the full free viewing period. Once again we see a downwards trend in performance as
brightness increases.
6.3.4 LDR as a baseline predictor
The previous analyses are focused mainly on addressing Hypothesis 1, as stated in
section 6.2.1, examining the reliability of fixations with varying screen luminances levels.
In order to address Hypothesis 2 an additional layer of analysis is needed. The metrics
used in this chapter are pairwise, the statistical analyses that are conducted herein are
always contrasts of similarities between groups of fixations. Thus to establish whether
screen brightness has affects the viability of utilising a set of fixations as a baseline, the
contrast conducted is between each conditions ability to predict itself, as in Section 6.3.3
and the ability of LDR to predict the same condition. This comparison is represented
visually in Table 6.8.
Using the same validation and training set sizes as in Section 6.3.3, yielded the
results shown in Table 6.9 and Figure 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12. In these graphs
the initial fixation and free viewing periods are labelled as “Self vs. LDR 2s” and “Self
Screen Brightness (cd/m2)
500 1000 2000 4000
A B C D
Table 6.5: Participant groups for self prediction analysis
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Initial fixation (2s) Free viewing (10s)
Metric F (3, 237) p value F (3, 237) p value
AUC 7.37 < 0.01 7.74 < 0.01
EMD 3.29∗ < 0.05∗ 2.37 > 0.05
SIM 8.81 < 0.01 9.94 < 0.01
CC 9.78 < 0.01 11.44 < 0.01
NSS 10.31 < 0.01 8.59 < 0.01
KLD 6.34∗ < 0.01∗ 7.97 < 0.01
Table 6.6: Self prediction results of repeated measures ANOVA
Initial fixation (2s) Free viewing (10s)
Metric Brightness Brightness
AUC 500 1000 2000 4000 500 2000 1000 4000
EMD 1000 2000 500 4000 500 1000 2000 4000
SIM 500 1000 2000 4000 500 1000 2000 4000
CC 1000 500 2000 4000 500 1000 2000 4000
NSS 1000 500 2000 4000 500 1000 2000 4000
KLD 500 1000 2000 4000 500 1000 2000 4000
Table 6.7: Self-prediction pairwise significant differences at p < 0.05
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Figure 6.7: The results of fixation map comparisons for the AUC metric
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Figure 6.8: The results of fixation map comparisons for the EMD metric
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Figure 6.9: The results of fixation map comparisons for the Similarity metric
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Figure 6.10: The results of fixation map comparisons for the CC metric
vs. LDR 10s”, respectively. For five out of the six metrics, for both the initial fixation
and full viewing period, the results suggest a significant difference in the predictive
power.
Screen Brightness (cd/m2)
500 1000 2000 4000
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Table 6.8: Participant groups for LDR baseline analysis
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Initial fixation (2s) Free viewing (10s)
Metric F (1, 79) p value F (1, 79) p value
AUC 7.21 < 0.01 7.70 < 0.01
EMD 0.56 > 0.05 3.16 > 0.05
SIM 9.48 < 0.01 14.60 < 0.01
CC 4.37 < 0.05 13.94 < 0.01
NSS 5.71 < 0.05 14.80 < 0.01
KLD 7.84 < 0.01 16.63 < 0.01
Table 6.9: The results of a repeated measures ANOVA analysis of self and inter-brightness
prediction
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Figure 6.11: The results of fixation map comparisons for the NSS metric
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Figure 6.12: The results of fixation map comparisons for the KLD metric
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6.4 Analysis
Results of the inter-brightness comparison, as seen in Table 6.3, suggest that during
the initial fixation period the variation in fixation patterns across brightnesses was
significant. This result is based on the findings of four out of the six metrics, with EMD
being the exception. The effect decreased in size in the full ten second free-viewing
period, with only four out of the six metrics finding a significant effect. Similarity and
EMD found no significant effect.
Pairwise comparisons for the initial fixation found significant differences, represented
visually in Table 6.4, between the results of the six metrics, excluding EMD and KLD,
for a peak brightness of 4,000 cd/m2 and the results for 1,000 and 2,000 cd/m2. This
lends credence to the idea that initial fixations might be affected by increasing brightness.
The pairwise comparisons, also in shown in Table 6.4, of metrics for the full ten seconds
free-viewing period found fewer significant differences between brightness levels, with
the EMD, Similarity, and KLD metrics finding no difference between any levels. In all
tests the brightest group showed the greatest divergence from the original LDR images,
which also suggests an effect of brightness on the validity of LDR datasets for predicting
HDR fixations and is supportive of Hypothesis 1.
Table 6.6 shows the results of the self-prediction tests. For the initial fixation, all
six metrics found the effect of brightness to be significant. For the longer free viewing
period, significant differences were found in all but the EMD metric results. The results
of all significant scores suggested a decrease in the predictive power of fixation maps
as the brightness of the images increased. This result is interesting as it implies that
as screen or image brightness increases there is a significant change in the uniformity
of observers viewing strategies, lending further credence to Hypothesis 1. Though it is
likely that, given an increase in the available visual information, images with higher
dynamic ranges require more observers to obtain reliable eye-tracking data. Further
study is needed to confirm or refute this.
The results of pairwise comparisons of the self prediction tests can be seen in Table
6.7. The results for the initial fixations show clearer groupings than their counterparts in
the free viewing period, with all six metrics finding some groupings in the initial fixation
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period. Pairwise tests of conditions within the free viewing period found groupings in
five of the six metrics, with EMD being the exception. This lends further credence to
the idea that eye-tracking data is less useful for predicting new fixations as brightness
increases.
The comparison of the within- and inter-brightness evaluations in Table 6.9 implies
that, for five out of the six metrics, fixations from LDR images were significantly better
predictors of new HDR fixations than those from HDR images. This is strong evidence
that the assertion made in Hypothesis 2 is false. This could also be caused by a wider
variation in viewing strategies for HDR images, however further study is recommended.
6.5 Conclusion
This chapter details the procedure and results of an eye-tracking study of images at
varying peak brightnesses, with a view to determining if models of visual attention and
selective rendering methods should be adapted to target the peak luminance of a given
display. The obtained fixation data was analysed using six common metrics used to rank
saliency models in the MIT saliency benchmark [BJB+]. The analysis provided evidence
that the predictive power of LDR fixation data, as well as the uniformity of viewing
strategies across observers, decreases significantly as the brightness of the displayed
image increases, suggesting a variation in viewing strategies between HDR and LDR
data. However it was also observed, through a within-brightness k-folds cross validation,
that as the brightness of a stimulus increases, the predictive power of eye-tracking data
collected from it decreases significantly. In addition the data suggests that this power
is lower than that of the inter-brightness predictive power. This could be due to a
larger variation in viewing strategies for HDR images, but data from a larger number of
participants would need to be collected to fairly examine this hypothesis.
The results imply that HDR eye-tracking datasets are not better predictors for new
fixations on HDR stimuli, which draws into question the necessity of HDR eye-tracking
datasets, though further study is needed.
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Chapter 7
Ambient Light, Visual Attention
and Visual Fatigue
Subjective evaluations of imaging techniques, such as tone mapping operators, video
compression algorithms, down sizing algorithms, and eye tracking data collection often
occur in laboratory conditions, with very low ambient light levels. With the recent
advent of HDR screens, such as the SIM2 HDR display [SIM15], capable of outputting
luminance reaching well into the photopic range, it has become necessary to assess
accommodation effects on visual attention. Currently no research has been done on the
effects of ambient illuminance levels on visual attention, neither in standard models nor
in the small number of HDR saliency models which have emerged in recent years, and
which have been discussed in previous chapters. This is pressing as the human visual
system is only capable of perceiving detail concurrently in luminance ranges with ratios
of 1 : 104cd/m2 [BADC17], without adaptation.
The primary focus of this chapter is to establish whether ambient illuminance is
a significant factor on visual attention for standard and high dynamic range content,
while providing a eye-tracking dataset which can be used to validate futures models.
This builds on the work of the previous chapters, by expanding the empirical basis for
models of visual attention for HDR content and enabling further targeting of selective
rendering algorithms.
Furthermore, extensive research has been conducted on the effect of e-readers
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[BCDZ+14], normal televisions [IKK+09], 3D-TVs [LHP10], and computer monitors
[LPWM09] on visual fatigue. Previous work has shown that display luminance and
ambient light have an effect on the discomfort of viewers [BCDZ+14, SSH05]. Despite
the recent emergence of a number of high luminance display technologies there have been
no studies on the effect of HDR content on visual fatigue under varying ambient light
conditions, though a recent study by Yang et al. [YJL17] determined that for visual fa-
tigue increased with screen luminance for mid-range HDR displays (<1,500 cd/m2. This
chapter seeks to rectify this by analysing the blink rates and subjective self-assessments of
observers’ after viewing LDR and HDR content under varying environmental conditions.
7.1 Outline
This chapter seeks to assess what relation, if any, image brightness and ambient
illumination have with visual attention and visual fatigue. These factors are assessed
independently through an eye tracking experiment.
The structure of this chapter is as follows, first in the next section the method of the
eye tracking experiment, including its design, materials and procedure are presented.
The subsequent section outlines the format of the resulting data and statistical tests.
Finally a discussion of these results and their context is presented.
7.2 Methodology
This section outlines both an objective eye tracking data collection for LDR and HDR
image content under varying lighting conditions, and a psychophysical test, wherein
participants were asked to rate their visual fatigue on a seven point Likert scale after
the image sequence completed. The purpose and design of the experiment is detailed
first, then the procedure for generating the materials is outlined. Finally an overview of
the experimental procedure and demographic make-up of the participants is described.
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Figure 7.1: A sample of images used in this experiment
7.2.1 Design
The experiment outlined in this section aims to provide sufficient data to test the
following two hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1 (H1): The brightness of a display and the ambient illuminance of the
environment will have a significant effect on visual attention.
Hypothesis 2 (H2): The brightness of a display and the ambient illuminance of the
environment will have a significant effect on visual fatigue.
To this end, eye tracking data is collected for sixty LDR and HDR images with a
resolution of 1920× 1080, taken from the Fairchild database [Fai07], Technicolor’s HDR
dataset [LLF13], and the dataset of Froehlich et al. [FGE+14]. This provided sufficient
material for an analysis of the effects of ambient light and screen brightness on visual
attention for two view durations, an initial fixation period of 2 s and a free-viewing
period of 12 s. The change to 12 s from the previous chapter is in part to bring the test
in line with previous HDR eye tracking studies [NKHE15], and in part to achieve a 15
minute total viewing time. Previous works [NKHE15, DNPN14, BPT10] have collected
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Ambient Light Level (lx)
Brightness 0 250 1500
500 A (8) B (8) C (8)
8000 D (8) E (8) F (7)
Table 7.1: Participant groups for each condition, the number of participants in each
group is shown in brackets
data in dark laboratory environments, though the effects of dark environments the
validity of HDR eye tracking datasets is so far undocumented.
The independent variables that will be manipulated during the eye tracking ex-
periment are peak screen brightness, which has two levels (500 and 8,000 cd/m2) and
the illuminance incident on the screen, which has three levels (0, 250 and 1,500 lx),
the experiment therefore has a 2 × 3 factorial between participants design. The mid
level ambient illuminance is per the recommendations in ITU-R BT.500-13 [IR12] and
BT.2022 [Rec12], which recommends that the environmental illumination be equal to 15
of the peak screen luminance or 200 lx for home environments when using screens with
peak luminances of 70 to 500 cd/m2. The specification could not be met entirely and
250 lx was the closest approximation achievable in the experimental environment. The
high illuminance level is taken from Melo et al. [MBB+15], and represents the light level
recorded outside on a sunny day, it is also roughly in line with the guidelines mentioned
previously in ITU-R recommendations BT.500-13 and BT.2022 for 8,000 cd/m2, which
would be 1,200 lx. These recommendations were also used in the HDR MPEG standar-
disation [LFH15]. Both variables were manipulated in a between-participants design,
with a total of six participant groups, one for each of the six conditions. Forty-eight are
then divided into groups evenly across the conditions as in Table 7.1, each participant
sees every image, the order of which is randomised to eliminate potential confusing
effects.
The dependent variables, which are being examined are fixation patterns and blink
rates of observers, which will be captured using an eye tracking software package and a
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subjective self-assessment of eye fatigue, which will be evaluated using a survey following
the study. The fixation data variable is analysed across images, in a repeated measures
design, as the independent variables are manipulated while the displayed images remain
constant. The total sample size for this variable is sixty images, a sample of which can
be seen in Figure 7.1. In contrast visual fatigue is analysed between participants, with
forty-eight participants in total.
The distance to the screen was kept constant at 1.8 m in accordance with ITU
recommendation 2022 [Rec12]. The viewing time for each image was also held constant,
at 12 s in line with previous research [NKHE15, JDT12]. Between each image a grey
spacer image was displayed for 3 s with a black dot in the centre, on which participants
were asked to focus, to avoid their eyes accommodating to the environment between
images. This has the drawback that the first fixations of participants are more likely to
be in the centre of the screen, however in the previous experiment, where no dot was
used some participants did not look at the screen during the initial 2 s viewing period.
Therefore on a balance of factors it was decided to include the grey dot on the spacer
image. The eye tracking device was 50 cm from each participant, and was calibrated
with a five point calibration procedure before recording began.
7.2.2 Materials
The experiment took place in a room illuminated by a calibrated light source, the
images were viewed on a 47 inch SIM2 HDR monitor [SIM15]. In addition to this the
eye-tracker was raised 10 cm above the table and secured with clamps. The stereo-head
containing the cameras for eye-tracking was attached to a laptop, which was placed on
a nearby table. See Figure 7.3 for an illustration of the apparatus.
The HDR images used in the experiment had a resolution of 1920× 1080 and taken
from the Fairchild database [Fai07], Technicolor’s HDR dataset [LLF13], and the dataset
of Froehlich et al. [FGE+14]. Prior to display they were linearly scaled such that the
99th percentile of image brightness was at the desired brightness level, while Krawczyk
et al. [KMZS07] observed in their paper that this scaling method does not produce
high levels of subjective image quality compared to some other methods, it ensures that
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Figure 7.2: The Experiment Environment
1.8m
~0.15m
Figure 7.3: Experimental Setup
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brightness levels across images are consistent and is not affected by image content.
The eye tracker used in the study was the SMI-Red [Ins17] camera and iViewX
software package, from SensoMotoric Instruments, it has a resolution of −/+ 0.5◦, a
framerate of 60 Hz was used for testing. In order to facilitate the efficient subdivision
and uniform treatment of captured data, raw data of event statistics were exported
from the eye tracking software package for each participant and processed independently
rather than utilising the functionality of the software. This was necessary for a number
of reasons, primarily for the sorting and control of data. The iViewX software suite
is not compatible with HDR images, which necessitated the use of custom software,
running on the same computer. Therefore the system had no knowledge of which image
was shown, at what point and for how long. The start and end time for the display of
each image was recorded in the image display software, and that time was matched
against the fixation events to create fixation maps. The full MATLAB code that was
used to process and analyse these results and those of the previous chapter are available
here: https://bitbucket.org/badger-tennis/thesis_utility/src/master/
7.2.3 Procedure
Upon entering the test environment participants were read a prepared script, informing
them of the nature and purpose of the experiment, to avoid task dependent effects
the script was the same for every participant, they were then asked for their informed
consent. Following this, participants were asked to complete a five point calibration and
validation sequence. Participants then viewed a fifteen minute the image sequence under
a single ambient illuminance and image brightness condition. In order to encourage
participants to remain attentive for the full duration of the sequence, they were informed
that there would be a short memory test following the image sequence.
After the completion of the image sequence subjects were asked to complete a
qualitative self assessment of visual fatigue. This took the form of a survey based on
the work of Heueur et al. [HHKR88], wherein six statements are rated for agreement
on a Likert scale from 1 to 7. In order to avoid priming the participants with a
task, the questionnaire was only given to the participants after the experiment, as
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opposed to taking measurements before and after the experiment. The statements which
participants were asked to rate their agreement with are as follows:
1. I have difficulties in seeing.
2. I have a strange feeling around the eyes.
3. My eyes feel tired.
4. I feel numb.
5. I have a headache.
6. I feel dizzy looking at the screen.
A reading from a humidity meter was taken prior to each trial for posterity, as
humidity has an effect on eye-strain [BVK+05]; the average of these readings was 21%,
there was no variance due to an air conditioning.
7.2.4 Participants
Forty-eight university students, staff, and employees took part in the experiment. One
participant had to be discarded during the analysis phase, owing to an error with the
eye-tracker which prevented data collection in the latter half of the image sequence. Of
the remaining forty-seven participants, seven female, and forty male. All participants
reported having normal or corrected to normal vision. The average reported age of all
the participants was 26.7 years. Nine of the participants had some knowledge of visual
attention or HDR imaging.
7.3 Processing Fixation Data
For every participant, fixation locations were recorded in image space, or pixel coordi-
nates. The SMI-Red eye tracker [Ins17] used in this study, flags fixations, blinks, and
saccades automatically. Locations fixated during saccades contain no relevant attention
data, as the brain doesn’t process imagery during a saccade, [EMZ09, JDT12] and are
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Figure 7.4: An example of fixation density maps for an image used in the experiment.
The left column contains the LDR fixation maps, with ambient light increasing from
top to bottom. The right column contains respective HDR maps
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therefore discarded, along with blinks. The fixations are then grouped by image for
each participant, by matching the start and end times for which an image was shown,
taken from the image display software, with the local time recorded by the eye tracker.
Fixation locations are then stored per image and per condition, as per the groupings in
Table 7.1. Fixation maps and fixation density maps are then created as per Algorithm
1, as in Chapter 6. A sample of the fixation maps for each condition for a single image
can be seen in Figure 7.4.
To quantify the differences between these fixations, the six metrics employed in
Chapter 6 and discussed in detail in Chapter 3 are utilised, specifically; area under
the curve (AUC), the Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD), the Similarity metric, Pearson’s
Correlation Coefficient (CC), Normalised Scanpath Saliency (NSS), and symmetric
Kullback Leibler Divergence (KLD).
Visual fatigue is examined through two factors, blink rates, higher rates of which
indicate higher levels of eye-strain [BCDZ+14] and the survey responses.
7.4 Results
This section presents a summary of the key results from the experiment described in
the previous section, and where relevant a description of how they were processed.
The structure of the following results sections is as follows; Section 7.4.1 outlines an
analysis of the within-brightness variation of viewing strategies with respect to ambient
illumination; Section 7.4.2 analyses how the similarity of viewing strategies on LDR and
HDR content vary as brightness increases; Section 7.4.3 analyses the overall effect of both
brightness and ambient illuminance on the uniformity of fixations within participant
groups; Section 7.4.4 evaluates the effectiveness of using LDR eye tracking data captured
in dark environments to evaluate viewing strategies across the brightness and ambient
light condition; finally, Section 7.4.5 offers an analysis of how the self-reported visual
fatigue and blinking rates vary between participants across all conditions.
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Ambient Light Level (lx)
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Table 7.2: Participant groups for analysis of the effects of ambient light within brightness
levels
7.4.1 Ambient Illumination and Visual Attention
In order to examine the effect of ambient light on fixation patterns, metrics are applied
across the ambient variable for each illumination. Table 7.2 represents this visually. By
contrasting each between each condition of the ambient illuminance variable, within
brightnesses a sense is formed of the relation between ambient light and fixation patterns.
Table 7.3 and 7.5 show the results of 1× 3 factorial ANOVA of these comparisons, for
LDR and HDR content, respectively. Where the assumption of sphericity was violated
F -scores are marked with an asterisk and the more conservative, Greenhouse-Geisser
corrected F -scores and p-values are reported. Pairwise comparisons contrasting the
similarities across ambient illuminance levels are shown in Table 7.4 and 7.6 for LDR and
HDR brightnesses, respectively. Wherein, contrasts are arranged in order of decreasing
mean similarity from left to right.
The results for five of the six metrics show significant results for both viewing periods
for the LDR ANOVA, with mean similarities between conditions decreasing as ambient
illuminance increases. The HDR results show a similar level of significance, though
sphericity was violated for multiple metrics. In addition, the opposite trend in mean
similarities was observed, with scores increasing with increasing ambient illuminance.
This is supportive of Hypothesis 1.
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Initial fixation (2s) Free viewing (12s)
Metric F p value F p value
AUC 2.88 0.060 22.9 0.001
EMD 6.09 0.003 3.15 0.046
SIM 8.79 0.001 12.3 0.001
CC 6.13 0.003 14.6 0.001
NSS 7.47 0.001 17.3 0.001
KLD 7.51 0.001 8.35∗ 0.001
Table 7.3: The results of a one way ANOVA across ambient illuminance levels for LDR
images
Initial fixation (2s) Free viewing (10s)
Metric Pairing Pairing
AUC A×B B × C A× C A×B A× C B × C
EMD A×B A× C B × C A×B A× C B × C
SIM A×B A× C B × C A×B A× C B × C
CC A×B A× C B × C A×B A× C B × C
NSS B × C A×B A× C A×B B × C A× C
KLD A×B A× C B × C A× C A×B B × C
Table 7.4: Pairwise comparisons for LDR images across ambient illuminance levels,
significant at p < 0.05
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Initial fixation (2s) Free viewing (12s)
Metric F p value F p value
AUC 5.86 0.007 8.58 0.001
EMD 2.06∗ 0.133 7.00∗ 0.002
SIM 16.6∗ 0.001 20.8∗ 0.001
CC 19.3∗ 0.001 15.3∗ 0.001
NSS 28.9 0.001 32.4∗ 0.001
KLD 3.63∗ 0.044 15.82∗ 0.001
Table 7.5: The results of a one way ANOVA across ambient illuminance levels for HDR
images
Initial fixation (2s) Free viewing (10s)
Metric Ambient Illuminance Ambient Illuminance
AUC E × F D × F D × E D × F E × F D × E
EMD D × F E × F D × E E × F D × F D × E
SIM E × F D × F D × E E × F D × F D × E
CC E × F D × F D × E E × F D × F D × E
NSS E × F D × F D × E D × F E × F D × E
KLD E × F D × F D × E E × F D × F D × E
Table 7.6: Pairwise comparisons for HDR images across ambient illuminance levels,
significant at p < 0.05
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Figure 7.5: Mean AUC scores comparing LDR vs HDR fixations for varying ambient
illumination levels
7.4.2 Ambient Illumination and LDR vs. HDR
This section provides an analysis on relationship between LDR and HDR fixations under
varying ambient illuminance levels.
Results from the previous chapter suggest that the similarity of fixations decreases
as the luminance of an observed image increases. In order to evaluate the effect of
ambient brightness on this relationship, metrics are applied across brightness levels,
where LDR fixations used to predict HDR fixations. Results of the metrics are then
compared in a one way ANOVA across ambient illuminance levels. Table 7.7 illustrates
these comparisons visually. Each group contains the fixation data of eight participants.
The results of the ANOVA are displayed in Table 7.8. Values where p < 0.05
represent analyses where a significant effect of ambient light on the similarity of LDR
and HDR fixations was observed. As is visible in the table, the effects were found to
be more significant for the longer free viewing fixation time of 12 s, with all metrics
observing a significant effect, save for the symmetric Kullback Leibler Divergence (KLD)
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Figure 7.6: Mean EMD scores comparing LDR vs HDR fixations for varying ambient
illumination levels
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Table 7.7: Participant groups for an analysis of the effects of ambient light on the
similarity of LDR and HDR fixation maps
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Initial fixation (2s) Free viewing (12s)
Metric F p value F p value
AUC 2.66 0.074 7.11 0.001
EMD 0.07 0.932 4.10 0.019
SIM 3.31 0.040 5.62 0.005
CC 4.29 0.016 5.63 0.005
NSS 18.7 0.001 13.3 0.001
KLD 0.04 0.964 2.96 0.056
Table 7.8: Results of an ANOVA comparing LDR fixations similarity to HDR fixations
with increasing ambient illuminance
metric.
The means of the resulting metric scores for each ambient illuminance can be seen
in Figure 7.5 7.6 7.7 7.8 7.9, and 7.10. Note that a higher score indicates a greater
similarity for the LDR and HDR fixation groups, with the exception of the Earth
Mover’s Distance (EMD) and KLD scores wherein a lower score indicates a greater
similarity.
7.4.3 Ambient Illumination, HDR Content and Visual Attention
The intrinsic value of an eye tracking dataset lies in its consistency, the more repre-
sentative it is of the population of potential viewers, the more useful it is for model
validation and training. Assessing the variation in this consistency across brightness and
illuminance requires that contrasts be conducted within conditions. This is accomplished
through k-fold cross validation, wherein every group is compared against itself, this is
represented visually in Table 7.10, and was previously explained in Section 6.3.3.
For the following analysis a value of k = 4 was chosen, which leaves only two groups
of four and two iterations for each condition. The chosen value of k was based on three
factors, first eight is divisible by four, and second it allows a sufficiently large number
of fixations to ensure a reliable result, finally using an equal number of participants
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Initial fixation (2s) Free viewing (10s)
Metric Ambient Illuminance Ambient Illuminance
AUC 250 1500 0 250 1500 0
EMD 1500 250 0 1500 250 0
SIM 1500 250 0 1500 250 0
CC 1500 250 0 1500 250 0
NSS 1500 250 0 250 1500 0
KLD 250 0 1500 1500 250 0
Table 7.9: Pairwise results, comparing LDR fixations similarity to HDR fixations with
increasing ambient illuminance, significant at p < 0.05
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Figure 7.7: Mean Similarity scores comparing LDR vs HDR fixations for varying ambient
illumination levels
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Figure 7.8: Mean CC scores comparing LDR vs HDR fixations for varying ambient
illumination levels
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Table 7.10: Participant groups for self prediction analysis
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Figure 7.9: Mean NSS scores comparing LDR vs HDR fixations for varying ambient
illumination levels
avoids biasing the distribution-based metrics which penalise a dissimilarity in image
coverage, namely EMD and KLD. Figure 7.11, illustrates the k-fold comparison process
used herein.
Analysis in the previous section observed an increase in the similarity of LDR and
HDR fixations as ambient illuminance increased. The following analysis builds on this
by evaluating the interaction of screen brightness and ambient illuminance and their
effect on visual attention. Table 7.11 shows the results of a 2 × 3 factorial repeated
measures ANOVA on the results from the k-fold comparisons.
Narrowing the focus to the effects of ambient illuminance on the consistency of
both LDR and HDR in turn, provides a more precise idea of the effects of ambient
illuminance with visual attention. Therefore, two one way ANOVAs were conducted,
one for each brightness condition. The results for the LDR ANOVA can be seen in
Table 7.12. Bonferroni corrected pairwise comparisons of each level can be seen in
7.13, wherein conditions grouped within coloured boxes represent comparisons where no
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Figure 7.10: Mean KLD scores comparing LDR vs HDR fixations for varying ambient
illumination levels
Initial fixation (2s) Free viewing (12s)
Metric F p value F p value
AUC 10.2 0.001 34.8 0.001
EMD 6.11 0.003 12.1 0.001
SIM 21.0 0.001 35.2 0.001
CC 20.1 0.001 26.9 0.001
NSS 25.1 0.001 32.4 0.001
KLD 8.79 0.001 21.9 0.001
Table 7.11: Results of a factorial ANOVA comparing the self-prediction consistency of
fixation maps under varying brightness and ambient illuminance conditions
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Test 1:
Test 2:
Training Group Validation Group
Fixation data for eight participants
Randomly assign to group
Stratify
Figure 7.11: A visualisation of the k-fold algorithm used in this study
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Initial fixation (2s) Free viewing (12s)
Metric F p value F p value
AUC 5.57 0.005 26.2 0.001
EMD 5.71 0.004 3.61 0.030
SIM 8.72 0.001 14.4 0.001
CC 7.46 0.001 14.7∗ 0.001
NSS 12.5 0.001 21.5 0.001
KLD 6.47 0.002 6.80 0.001
Table 7.12: Results of a one way ANOVA comparing the self-prediction consistency of
LDR fixation maps under varying ambient illuminance conditions
significant difference, at a value of p < 0.05, between the populations was found. The
conditions are arranged from left to right in order of decreasing mean score.
The corresponding one way factorial ANOVA for HDR conditions can be seen in
7.14, with results from the Bonferroni corrected pairwise comparisons shown in Table
7.15.
The results of the ANOVA are strong evidence that the interaction of ambient
illuminance and brightness have a significant impact on the consistency, or predictability
of the viewing strategies of observers. As can be seen in Table 7.11 the results of all
six metrics observed significant differences between conditions, at a p < 0.01 level. The
nature of the effect is visible in Figures 7.12, 7.13, 7.14,7.15, 7.16, and 7.17.
7.4.4 LDR as a baseline predictor under varying conditions
On review of the results presented thus far in this chapter, it is reasonable to conclude
that there is some significant effect of ambient illuminance and visual attention. This
in itself is interesting, however, given existing datasets [DNPN14, WS13, BJB+] are
usually collected for LDR imagery in low ambient light, it is necessary to provide a
benchmark for the effectiveness of such a baseline under varying conditions of ambient
illuminance. Simply put; how effective is LDR eye tracking data, gathered in the dark
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Initial fixation (2s) Free viewing (10s)
Metric Ambient Illuminance Ambient Illuminance
AUC 0 1500 250 0 250 1500
EMD 0 1500 250 0 250green 1500
SIM 0 1500 250 0 250 1500
CC 0 1500 250 0 250 1500
NSS 1500 0 250 0 1500 250
KLD 0 250 1500 0 250 1500
Table 7.13: Pairwise comparisons on the self-prediction consistency of LDR fixation
maps under varying ambient illuminance conditions, significant at p < 0.05
Initial fixation (2s) Free viewing (12s)
Metric F p value F p value
AUC 6.65 0.002 15.1 0.001
EMD 1.83 0.165 10.9∗ 0.001
SIM 12.1 0.001 27.4 0.001
CC 14.2 0.001 16.6 0.001
NSS 27.7 0.001 15.8 0.001
KLD 2.96 0.056 21.9∗ 0.001
Table 7.14: Results of a one way ANOVA comparing the self-prediction consistency of
HDR fixation maps under varying ambient illuminance conditions
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Initial fixation (2s) Free viewing (10s)
Metric Ambient Illuminance Ambient Illumiance
AUC 1500 250 0 1500 250 0
EMD 1500 250 0 1500 250 0
SIM 250 1500 0 1500 250 0
CC 1500 250 0 1500 250 0
NSS 250 1500 0 250 1500 0
KLD 1500 250 0 1500 250 0
Table 7.15: Pairwise comparisons on the self-prediction consistency of HDR fixation
maps under varying ambient illuminance conditions, significant at p < 0.05
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Figure 7.12: Mean AUC scores for self-prediction using k-fold cross validation
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Figure 7.13: Mean EMD scores for self-prediction using k-fold cross validation
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Figure 7.14: Mean Similarity scores for self-prediction using k-fold cross validation
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Figure 7.15: Mean CC scores for self-prediction using k-fold cross validation
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Figure 7.16: Mean NSS scores for self-prediction using k-fold cross validation
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Figure 7.17: Mean KLD scores for self-prediction using k-fold cross validation
and predicting LDR and HDR content in different ambient lighting conditions?
To assess this fixation density maps, from each condition are measured against
the 500 cd/m2 and 0 lx condition using each of the six metrics. These scores are then
contrasted with the 500 cd/m2 and 0 lx condition’s self-prediction score. This comparison
is illustrated in Table 7.16. In order for the scores to be comparable, participant’s
fixations from each condition were divided into k subgroups, as in Section 7.4.3, however
instead of being compared against themselves, each subset from conditions B through
F is analysed against every subset of condition A. This is done to avoid biasing the
results from using imbalanced numbers of participants to create the fixation density
maps, which could result in a stark difference in coverage.
These results are are then averaged per condition and analysed in a 2× 3 factorial
ANOVA, the results of which are shown in Table 7.17.
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Table 7.16: Participant groups for LDR baseline analysis
Initial fixation (2s) Free viewing (12s)
Metric F p value F p value
AUC 3.01 0.053 19.0 0.001
EMD 7.024∗ 0.002 11.5 0.001
SIM 22.6 0.001 33.9∗ 0.001
CC 18.9 0.001 34.9∗ 0.001
NSS 9.90 0.001 23.3∗ 0.001
KLD 8.90 0.001 23.4 0.001
Table 7.17: Results of inter-ambience ANOVA for all conditions, with LDR fixations,
captured in low ambient light, used as a baseline predictor
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Initial fixation (2s) Free viewing (12s)
Metric F p value F p value
AUC 1.67 0.193 18.4 0.001
EMD 4.98∗ 0.013 2.82∗ 0.070
SIM 8.83 0.001 8.83∗ 0.001
CC 4.77 0.010 9.25 0.001
NSS 8.30 0.001 15.9∗ 0.001
KLD 1.545 0.007 7.45∗ 0.002
Table 7.18: Results of inter-ambience ANOVA for LDR conditions, with LDR fixations,
captured in low ambient light, used as a baseline predictor
Initial fixation (2s) Free viewing (10s)
Metric Ambient Illuminance Ambient Illuminance
AUC 1500 0 250 0 250 1500
EMD 0 250 1500 0 250 1500
SIM 0 250 1500 0 250 1500
CC 0 250 1500 0 250 1500
NSS 1500 0 250 0 1500 250
KLD 0 250 1500 250 0 1500
Table 7.19: Pairwise comparisons for LDR conditions with LDR fixations, captured in
low ambient light, used as a baseline predictor, significant at p < 0.05
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Initial fixation (2s) Free viewing (12s)
Metric F p value F p value
AUC 6.59 0.002 5.10 0.008
EMD 4.19 0.017 13.5 0.001
SIM 17.5 0.001 37.0∗ 0.001
CC 17.4 0.001 34.4∗ 0.001
NSS 19.7 0.001 12.1 0.001
KLD 5.59 0.005 26.6∗ 0.001
Table 7.20: Results of inter-ambience ANOVA for HDR conditions, with LDR fixations,
captured in low ambient light, used as a baseline predictor
Initial fixation (2s) Free viewing (10s)
Metric Ambient Illuminance Ambient Illuminance
AUC 1500 250 0 1500 250 0
EMD 1500 0 250 1500 250 0
SIM 1500 250 0 1500 250 0
CC 1500 250 0 1500 250 0
NSS 1500 250 0 1500 250 0
KLD 1500 250 0 1500 250 0
Table 7.21: Pairwise comparisons for HDR conditions with LDR fixations, captured in
low ambient light, used as a baseline predictor, significant at p < 0.05
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Figure 7.18: Mean AUC scores for prediction using LDR data captured in low ambient
light as a baseline
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Figure 7.19: Mean EMD scores for prediction using LDR data captured in low ambient
light as a baseline
7.4.5 Ambient Illumination, HDR Content and Visual Fatigue
Visual fatigue was measured using two dependent variables, the frequency at which
participants blinked during the displayed image sequence, and the subjective survey,
outlined in Section 7.2.3. These were gathered per participant and per group and then
independently analysed in a 2× 3 factorial ANOVA. The results of the analysis of the
blink rate of participants found no significant effect of brightness at p = 0.05, ambient
illuminance or the interaction of the two on blinking frequency. The recorded F scores
were 0.65, 0.69 and 1.20 respectively. The trend is represented graphically in Figure
7.24, while from this graph it appears that there is an interaction between ambient
illuminance and image brightness on visual fatigue, as measured by blinking frequency,
this can not be concluded from the available data. This is likely due to the small number
of participants per condition. It is recommended that further study be undertaken in
this area however.
A 2 × 3 factorial repeated measures analysis of the survey questions was also
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Figure 7.20: Mean Similarity scores for prediction using LDR data captured in low
ambient light as a baseline
conducted. The results were gathered per participant and by condition. The results of
the analysis yielded no significant results. The F scores for the effects of brightness,
ambient illuminance and their interaction on visual fatigue, as measured by all questions
in the survey, were 0.02, 0.8 and 1.55, respectively.
7.5 Discussion
In Section 7.2 Hypothesis H1 stated, that the brightness of a display and the ambient
illuminance of the environment will have a significant effect on visual attention and
visual fatigue. In Section 7.4 k-folds cross validation was used to examine the potential
interaction of these factors through a factorial ANOVA across all conditions. This
allowed the assessment of the consistency of fixation data within each condition through
self-prediction and its variation across the two independent variables, brightness and
ambient illuminance. Table 7.11, catalogues the output of these analyses the six utilised
metrics. All of which show a significant interaction for both viewing periods, this is
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Figure 7.21: Mean CC scores for prediction using LDR data captured in low ambient
light as a baseline
sufficient data for us to reject the null hypothesis, H10 that there is no significant effect
of ambient illuminance and brightness on visual attention. The effect is best observed
on examination of Figure 7.12, 7.13, 7.14,7.15, 7.16, 7.17. These graphs show that for
the majority of metrics the ability of HDR fixations to predict themselves improves as
the ambient illumination increases, whereas the opposite holds true for LDR fixations.
In addition to the self-prediction analysis, the relationship of LDR and HDR fixations
and the potential effect of ambient illumination was evaluated, the results of which are
visible in Table 7.8, which show significant effects for most metrics across both view
durations.
Results suggest that fixations under certain conditions are more predictable, rather
than possessing more predictive power. While different metrics account for different
types of variation within these probability maps, the outputs suggest that, even between
conditions, a low variance within a population leads to a higher score, in any comparison,
when attempting to predict new fixations in that condition.
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Figure 7.22: Mean NSS scores for prediction using LDR data captured in low ambient
light as a baseline
In Section 7.2.1 Hypothesis H20 state that the brightness of a display and the
ambient illuminance of the environment will have a significant effect on visual fatigue.
On review of the data examined in Section 7.4.5, it is apparent that there is insufficient
data to reject the respective null hypothesis, that there is no significant effect of
brightness and ambient illuminance on visual fatigue. Further study with a larger
sample size is recommended to determine whether this is due to a lack of discriminative
power of the study, or due to the lack of existence of an effect.
7.6 Summary
This chapter presented an eye tracking experiment, wherein ambient illuminance incident
on an HDR display, and the peak brightness were manipulated to assess the viewing
strategies of forty-eight participants. An analysis of the resulting data found evidence
supporting the hypothesis that ambient light has a significant effect on visual attention,
and that that effect is dependent, in part, on the brightness of the displayed image.
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Figure 7.23: Mean KLD scores for prediction using LDR data captured in low ambient
light as a baseline
This result is significant as data collection for eye-tracking studies, which are used to
benchmark models of visual attention, often occurs in dark, laboratory environments.
This result also has bearing on other assessments of HDR imagery, such as tone mapping
operators, video compression algorithms, and subjective assessments of image quality.
An assessment of visual fatigue was also undertaken, using a subjective survey and
an evaluation of the blinking frequency of participants, under the different experimen-
tal conditions. This, however, revealed no significant findings and further study is
recommended.
In conclusion, the findings of this chapter suggest that while data captured in dark
conditions may be effective for LDR displays, fixations recorded in brighter environments
are both less representative of the population for LDR content and more consistent for
HDR content. Accounting for this in future studies, may aid in the improvement of
future models of visual attention for high-fidelity content. In addition, the significance
of these results has implications for targeting high-fidelity rendering for cinema, which
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Figure 7.24: Mean blinking frequency by brightness for varying ambient illumination
levels
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is a traditionally dark environment, as well as stereoscopic displays, and the design of
head mounted devices for augmented reality.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
Visual attention is a complex and ever evolving field, which has many applications across
a wide array of disciplines. Its adoption into high-fidelity fields such as computer graphics,
HDR imaging techniques, and multi-modal virtual reality has been significant, with
methods achieving improvements in perceptual quality of synthesised images and videos.
Though these methods are effective, they could be enhanced through the incorporation
of more targeted models of visual attention, however the underlying assumptions of
visual attention in these new modalities remained untested. This work presented an
analysis of these assumptions under various conditions, common to empirical analysis
of both traditional and high-fidelity imaging techniques.
8.1 Selective BRDFs for High-Fidelity Rendering
First, in Chapter 5 the applicability of a conventional visual attention model [HKP06]
was applied to high-fidelity rendering. The images generated as reference images for
this chapter were ray-traced images with materials simulated using physically-accurate,
measured materials. The experiment described in this chapter evaluated the impact of
substituting analytical BRDFs in place of the aforementioned high-fidelity measured
reflectance models in a selective-rendering context, using a rating experiment. The study
examined the perceived similarity of images created using these reflectance methods to
images created the data-driven reference model, including a hidden reference, across
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three scenes. A statistical analysis of normalised ratings across all three scenes was
conducted, as well as pairwise comparisons. The main effect of the method was found
to be significant, at p < 0.01, implying that the BRDF utilised for rendering has a
significant effect on visual perception. For two of the three scenes, however, pairwise
comparisons found no significant differences, p > 0.05, between the rating of the
hidden reference image and the selectively rendered images. For all three scenes the
selectively rendered images were rated higher than those rendered with their respective
analytic BRDFs. All the selectively rendered methods provided modest reductions in
computational cost, though salient diffuse demonstrated the largest mean computational
saving (10.8%). This suggests that visual saliency can be used to improve computational
performance by replacing computationally expensive materials with cheaper analytic
models in less visually important regions of a scene. This builds on existing work in
applying visual attention to high-fidelity rendering, adding an additional manner in
which to alleviate the computational burden of generating realistic images, which could
be used in conjunction with existing selective rendering techniques and visual attention
models.
8.2 HDR Eye-tracking
Chapter 6 evaluated visual attention in the context of high dynamic range imaging, an
high-fidelity imaging research that has received much attention in recent years. HDR
imaging is implicit in physically-based rendering systems, which attempt to approximate
light transport as accurately as is feasible, before transforming the rendered frame to
a target luminance for display conventional LDR screen. Therefore it is important
for both the display of real world and virtual HDR scenes to be able to target visual
attention to a particular luminance.
This chapter therefore examined the effects of HDR luminance levels on visual
attention by considering the viewing strategies of 48 participants utilising 80 HDR
images from the Fairchild HDR photographic survey [Fai07], scaled to four luminance
levels, 500, 1,000, 2,000 and 4,000 cd/m2. To the best of the author’s knowledge this
is the first work to evaluate visual attention the effects of controlled HDR luminance
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levels on visual attention.
The results of the statistical analysis of the created eye-tracking dataset revealed
significant effects of screen brightness on the viewing strategies of observers. Performing
contrasts across conditions found a significant effect, at p < 0.05, of brightness on the
similarity of fixation groups to an LDR baseline, for the majority of metrics. The
observed trend showed a decrease in similarity as screen brightness increased. The main
effect of an ANOVA of the self-prediction or uniformity of fixations between brightness
levels, was also found to be significant, at p < 0.05 for the majority of metrics.
This is an important finding, as it reveals dynamic range needs to be considered
when creating new visual attention models. In addition it informs the creation of new
HDR datasets, as from the data it is apparent that datasets captured in laboratory
conditions are less uniform than their LDR counterparts, which suggests that larger,
more relevant, datasets may be needed for HDR content.
8.3 Ambient Light, Visual Attention and Visual Fatigue
Chapter 7 built on the work of 6 and incorporated an analysis of the effect of environ-
mental illumination on viewing strategies and visual fatigue for both LDR and HDR
content. A second eye-tracking dataset was created, containing three ambient light
conditions, of 0, 250 and 1,500 lx. Analysis revealed that ambient light has a significant
effect on visual attention, which varies significantly with the brightness of the displayed
image. The effects of ambient light were found to be insignificant on visual fatigue,
which was evaluated both through a subjective rating survey and a quantitative analysis
of blink rates of participants. A qualitative examination of the resulting graphs suggests
that an effect existed, however there was not enough power to demonstrate whether a
true effect existed, with power reported at < 0.2 the analysis of survey questions and
< 0.3 in blink rate analysis.
Turning to visual attention, an analysis of LDR as a baseline predictor under varying
ambient light levels found that fixations captured for LDR content were most similar
to those for HDR content when the former was captured in low ambient light and the
latter in bright ambient light. This is potentially caused by difficulties adapting to
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the entire luminance range, though further study is needed. The work also found a
difference in the uniformity of fixations across ambient brightness levels, for both LDR
and HDR content. Results showed that as ambient light increased, variation within the
population rose for LDR content and fell for HDR content. This is likely due to the
variation in detail visible in both conditions as a result of the ambient lighting.
The implications of this study, the first analysis of visual attention under varying
environmental illumination for both LDR and HDR content, are potentially far reaching.
The observed difference in viewing strategies was significant to p < 0.01 in the majority
of cases for six metrics of saliency map comparison. This should inform not only eye
tracking studies, and the benchmarking of visual attention models, but the conditions
in which subjective and objective tests are conducted for high-fidelity imagery.
8.4 Contributions
This thesis has built on the existing knowledge of visual attention for high-fidelity imaging,
expanding the techniques for exploiting and the empirical basis for the analysing of
visual attention models in fidelity-contexts. In Chapter 1 the following research question
was posed:
How can in-depth knowledge of visual attention be used effectively when
generating high-fidelity imagery?
The primary contribution of this thesis is an analysis of this question as it pertains
to both selective rendering, wherein a method was proposed and tested which exploits
visual attention for generating high-fidelity rendered images, and HDR content and
subjective evaluation of high-fidelity imaging techniques in environments with controlled
ambient light conditions, through the quantitative analysis of how visual attention is
affected by these factors. The primary contributions of this thesis are as follows:
1. An algorithm for alleviating the cost of physically-based ray tracing by exploiting
visual attention to reduce the cost of reflectance simulation in virtual environments.
2. A subjective rating experiment demonstrating the viability of the above method.
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3. An eye-tracking dataset, containing the fixations of 48 participants for 80 HDR
images, representing the largest HDR eye-tracking dataset collected to date.
4. An analysis of the effects of screen brightness on the consistency of visual attention.
5. An analysis of the viability of using LDR eye tracking datasets to predict viewing
strategies of HDR images.
6. The first eye-tracking dataset of LDR and HDR images to be captured under
varying ambient illuminance.
7. Eye tracking data captured for HDR images displayed on a screen capable of
outputting luminance values of 8,000 cd/m2. The highest recorded experimentally.
8. An analysis of ambient illuminance on visual attention for LDR and HDR content.
8.5 Limitations and Future Work
This section suggests future work that could build on the research presented in this
thesis and discusses the limitations of the work presented herein.
Selective BRDFs
The method described in Chapter 5 is dependent on a precomputed saliency map. Thus
computational savings are mitigated by the time necessary to generate a sufficiently
accurate image to create a reliable saliency map. This limitation could be partially
mitigated by expanding the presented method to take radiance values directly from the
frame-buffer in the renderer, though this would still introduce a computational cost.
This work could be expanded to approximate high quality BRDFs that incorporate
physical approximations of diffraction [LKYU12][HP15] and the polarisation of incident
light [HTSG91]. These functions are more mathematically complicated and in some
cases [HP15] require pre-computation of the geometric shadowing and masking functions.
The algorithm for adjusting the proportion of samples distributed to each BRDF should
be expanded. A naive linear approach was taken to distribution, however the method
could benefit from introducing thresholds and non-linear scaling.
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HDR Eye tracking and Ambient Illumination
The data collected in Chapter 6 and 7 came primarily from University science students.
This could have a potential biasing effect on the results. The eye tracking datasets
provided sufficient data for analysis of the underlying variables, but there are not
sufficient images contained for the training of a reliable machine learning model. This
could be expanded through the analysis of a larger number of participants and images.
Though few datasets of HDR images exist, so these would need to be created beforehand.
The existing raw data however has much value to further research and can be
reprocessed to examine the dwell maps of participants, these maps account for the
length of fixations. An analysis of this could advance the understanding of the manner
in which fixations on HDR content diverge from those on LDR content.
This results gathered in Chapter 7 should be used in conjunction with the results
of Chapter 6 to inform a new saliency model, for high-fidelity imaging in targeted
environments. This model should then be used in conjunction with the method presented
in Chapter 5 to reassess the effects of adaptively adjusting reflection models for high-
fidelity rendered images.
A limitation of the both Chapter 6 and 7 is that the scaling method employed can
desaturate colour channels at high brightnesses. This needs to be taken into account
utilising the dataset for the evaluation of HDR visual attention model or different
high-fidelity techniques. Capturing HDR image data in calibrated environments could
mitigate this but would be costly to collect in large numbers.
8.6 Final Remarks
Visual attention is an ever advancing field, with new models being proposed for stereo
imaging, HDR content, and virtual reality. However, the understanding of underlying
features introduced by these new display modalities has remained underdeveloped.
Identifying these new features is important, as an intuitive understanding of the process
by which attention is directed by an observer can only serve to enhance existing models.
This thesis has investigated the use of visual attention for high-fidelity imaging,
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and while not solving this problem, has hopefully provided a firm foundation on which
future work can build.
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Appendix A
Experiment One Images
These images were used in Chapter 6. They were all taken from the Fairchild Database
[Fai07].
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Appendix B
Experiment Two Images
This appendix contain the images used in the experiment presented in Chapter 7. They
are taken from the Fairchild database [Fai07], Technicolor’s HDR dataset [LLF13], and
the dataset of Froehlich et al. [FGE+14]
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